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I. INTRODUCTION

1.01 The Volta River Authority (VRA) was established by the Volta

River Development Act of 1961 to construct and operate the Volta River Pro-

ject, which was built between 1962 and 1965 and partially financed by Bank

Loan 310-GH. The delegations of policy laid down in the Act, which was re-

viewed by the Bank prior to passage, enable the Authority to take any action

required for the success of the Volta River project and require it to con-

duct its affairs in accordance with sound public utility practices. Under

this Act, the Authority is empowered to go well beyond the boundaries of

the power sector, making it an integrated regional development agency. The

creation of the Volta Lake opened up the possibility of the development of

water transportation and fisheries. VRA is also responsible for general

medical research and promotion of the well-being of the population in the

area. It is administered by a seven-man Board of Directors appointed for
terms of three years; the members include the Chief Executive of VRA, the
Managing Directors of the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG) and of the
Volta Aluminum Company (VALCO), and four members representing the general
public.

1.02 The Volta River hydroelectric station, located at Akosombo, has
four 147 MW units installed since 1966. VRA owns and operates an 800 km
165 kv transmission ring serving the VALCO smelter (built in connection with
the project), ECG systems in the main towns, a number of smaller towns and
villages, and gold and diamond mines. Since 1966 discussions had taken
place between VRA and Togo and Dahomey for purchases of VRA power by them.
The power agreement between the three countries was signed in August 1969
and the transmission line from Akosombo to Lome (Togo) and Cotonou (Dahomey)
is expected to be in service in 1972.

1.03 Almost all consumption of publicly supplied electricity occurs
in the southern part of the country where about two-thirds of the total
population lives, and where the bulk of commercial agriculture, manufacturing
and all mining is located. Public generation, transmission and distribution
of power are the responsibility of two organizations, VRA and ECG. The
principal private producers of power, the mines, have placed their genera-
ting equipment on standby and use power produced by VRA. ECG is respon-
sible for distribution of VRA power in southern Ghana and for the genera-
tion and distribution of diesel power in areas that cannot as yet be
economically connected to the VRA transmission system.
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II. THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN THE BANK AND THE AUTHORITY

2.01 The Volta River Authority received two loans from the Bank as

follows:

Date of

Loan Effec- Clos- Amounts ($ mln) Period

Agree- tive ing Commit- Disbur- (years)

Loan No. ment Date Date ted sed -a Interest Grace Term

310-GH 2/62 2/62 4 / 7 1 / 47.0 47.0 5-3/4% 6 25

618-GH 6/69 10/69 12/73 6.0 2.9 6-1/2% 10 25

53.0 49.9

a/ As of December 31, 1971.

b/ Original closing date was June 1967 and was extended twice.

2.02 After several years of complex preparation and negotiations,
Loan 310-GH was made to assist in financing the Volta River Authority Hydro-
electric Project (with four units installed totalling 588 MW) and trans-
mission facilities to permit bulk sales to VALCO's smelter, several large
mining enterprises, and the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG). The
United Kingdom Export Credit Guarantee Department (EGGD), and the United
States Export-Import Bank (ExIm) and Agency for International Development
(AID) also provided loans aggregating US$51 million equivalent (see Section
III below for a more complete history of the loan). The power projectwas
supposed to be completed by mid-1966 in order to supply power to the alu-
minum smelter of VALCO which had negotiated with VRA a 30-year contract for
firm power and was committed to build the aluminum smelter.

2.03 The Loan and Guarantee Agreement provided, in addition to the
usual clauses regarding long-term debt incurrence and engagement of inde-
pendent auditors, that:

a) withdrawals from the loan funds (including US. and U.K.
loans) would not at any time exceed 50% of the amount
expended on the project;
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b) VRA would not change the rate for power sales in the con-
tract between the Authority and VALCO without the Bank's
agreement;

c) the Government would undertake to reorganize the existing
Electricity Division of the Ministry of Works and Housing
(the predecessor of ECG) as a statutory corporation not
later than the date when the Volta River Authority was
ready to sell power.

The terms of the loan contained also a performance target, to be met only
by 1974, of an 8% return, from power operations, calculated after payment
of interest, on the Government's equity.

2.04 The project was essentially completed by mid-1965 and totally
by mid-1966; initial sales of power to ECG and mines started late in 1965
and to the smelter in March 1967. Three pot-lines had been installed in

the smelter by 1967 and VALCO started negotiations to finance a fourth pot-
line. VRA's contractual obligations to serve increasing demand from the
smelter have required it to install additional generating capacity by April
1972 at the latest. In 1969 VRA requested the Bank to help finance the
final two units, which would bring the power plant to its ultimate capa-
city of 882 MW, and associated substation facilities. Conditions of effec-
tiveness for the loan prepared by the Bank were that the Canadian Govern-
ment's loan to VRA be also effective and that VALCO make satisfactory
arrangements to finance the expansion of its smelter. Loan 618-GH of US$6
million equivalent became effective in October 1969. All major contracts
have been awarded; civil works started some weeks behind schedule. It is
anticipated that the additional units will be in operation on schedule.
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III. THE GENESIS OF TEE PROJECT

3.01 Development of the Volta River basin in Ghana has been the

subject of many studies from time to time since the end of the 19th cen-

tury. The discovery of bauxite in 1915 first directed attention to the

possibility of generating hydroelectricity from the Volta to produce alu-

minum from local ore. Following a study in 1951 by engineering consult-

ants recommending the development of an integrated aluminum scheme supplying

the sterling area, the Gold Coast Government set up in 1953 a Preparatory

Commission to follow up the work already done and to examine the problems to
be overcome. The Commission reported in 1956, outlining a broad plan for a

power plant at Ajena, bauxite mining and associated railways, an aluminum
smelter of 120,000 tons initial annual capacity, and a port at Tema; total
cost of the plan was estimated at US$600 million in a first stage. Power
was estimated to be produced at the equivalent of 3 mills/kwh (US$0.003)

which was the maximum price the prospective aluminum companies had agreed

to pay. Construction of the port began soon after, but otherwise there

was little progress in the years immediately following this report, partly
because of the large amount of finance required, partly because the country
was about to become independent as Ghana, and partly because of the dis-
couraging world outlook for aluminum at that time. First approaches and

visits to the Bank had been made during 1953-1956 by the Preparatory Com-
mission which saw a possible role for the Bank as provider of finance for
power generation and protector of the private aluminum companies involved

(Aluminum Ltd. of Canada and British Aluminum Co.). A first Bank mission
sent in early 1957 to review economic conditions in Ghana questioned the
advisability of undertaking the project at that time.

3.02 The Government of Ghana maintained their interest in the Volta
scheme, which was made a keystone of national policy, and in 1957 approached
the U.S. for possible assistance in bringing the projectback to life. U.S.
officials studied the project and asked for a review to be made. The en-
gineering aspects of the power project were reappraised in 1959 by a firm
of consultants, Kaiser Engineers and Constructors, Inc. (KECI), in a study
financed jointly by the Governments of Ghana and the U.S. The consultants'
proposals were for a dam and a power station to be constructed at Akosombo,
a more economical site than Ajena; they confirmed the necessity of develop-
ing a large industrial load to justify the large hydroelectric project and
recommended the construction of a 120,000-ton aluminum smelter adjacent to
Tema, the new port area, approximately 70 km from the dam site and 20 km from
Accra. The project was made more attractive for financing by eliminating
the capital cost of developing both the railway system and the bauxite mines
plus the cost of building an aluminum plant, all through the import of
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alumina powder; total cost of the scheme was estimated at US$350 million.
Moreover, a substantial change was introduced in the project by including a
national transmission network for carrying the surplus power of the Volta,
with the result of spreading the burden of the investment in the dam and the
power plant almost equally between the aluminum and non-aluminum consumers
of power; power for aluminum was estimated to be produced at a cost of 2.5
mills per kwh.

3.03 The Government made an engineering contract in 1959 with KECI
to draw up the project plans. During the same year, a consortium grouping
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation - KACC (leader), Alcan, Alcoa, Olin
Mathieson and Reynolds formed the Volta Aluminum Company Ltd. (VALCO) to ex-
plore the possibility of establishing the smelter. The Ghana Government
discussed KECI and VALCO proposals with the Governments of the U.S. and the
U.K., who both showed interest, and later asked the Bank to appraise the
electric power aspects of the scheme.

3.04 In 1960, the Bank studied and reported upon Ghana's economy
(Report EA-110a) and upon the power project (Report TO-249a). Preliminary
comments on the merits of the Volta Project were not enthusiastic. The
Bank estimated that Ghana's non-smelter power needs would be less than pre-
dicted by Kaiser and recommended building the transmission network to carry
power to general consumers only later; the Bank's analyses, based on higher
cost estimates and power prices of at least 3 and preferably 3.5 mills per
kwh to the smelter, indicated that the returns on investment would be very
inadequate during the earlier years of operation and too low in the long run
"to be particularly attractive." In sending these reports to the Govern-
ment the Bank also stressed that, if the project were to be undertaken, the
public investment program should be kept within bounds and should concen-
trate on productive investments.

3.05 During the subsequent negotiations between Ghana and VA.LCO
for a Master Agreement and a Power Contract, Ghana used the Bank report as
a "bargaining tool" and suggested a power price of about 3.25 mills/ kwh.
The Bank, asked by Ghana to give its opinion on VALCO's offer of 2.5 mills/
kwh with a 10-year tax holiday; did not endorse VALCO's offer and strongly
recommended Ghana to seek every possible means of compensating itself, in
particular through taxation on VALCO, for the financial and income losses
which would bear on the Volta Authority and the Government if Ghana decided
to accept a low rate. At the same time, the Bank indicated that it would be
prepared to make a loan of US$40 million for the project (excluding the
transmission network), in view of the extreme importance attributed to the
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1/
project by the Government.- After Kaiser considered withdrawal, Ghana and
VALCO eventually agreed on 2.625 mills/kwh; the Bank insisted that this power
rate be fixed for 30 years only instead of 50 years, with VALCO having the
right to renew for 20 more years at a rate to be derived from an escalation
formula suggested and worked out by the Bank. In the Master Agreement con-
cerning the conditions under which VALCO would operate in Ghana, it was
agreed that (i) Ghana and the Volta River Authority would built a dam and
power plant and supply power to VALCO, (ii) VALCO would build a smelter and
pay for Volta power in U.S. dollars with an obligation "to take or pay for"
a minimum amount of power each year, and (iii) VALCO would be given a 10-year
tax holiday and complete freedom in its operations. It was also agreed that
VALCO would not process Ghanaian bauxite at first in order to reduce the
amount of finance needed, but after 10 years it would get a special tax in-
centive for doing so; VALCO's shareholder-customers would provide VALCO
with imported alumina and pay VALCO a tolling charge for the aluminum in-
gots to be bought in sufficient quantity to enable VALCO to meet its power
commitments. All VALCO's imports and exports (aluminum) would be exempt
from customs duties.

3.06 VALCO was then constituted as an operating company with 90%
of its shares owned by KACC and 10% by the Reynolds Metals Company; other
companies had departed from the consortium. The encourage these two com-
panies to undertake the smelter project, the U.S. Government, which had taken
a deep interest in Ghana's projects, agreed to help finance the smelter with
a US$96 million loan from the ExIm Bank and to guarantee the US$32 million
investment of the shareholders against political risks.

3.07 The Government of Ghana decided also to proceed with the ex-
tended transmission system in view of better prospects of demand for power
from the gold mines, and to undertake a preliminary study2/ of a hydro-
electric project at Bui (upstream from Akosombo) associated with a trans-
mission network designed to supply power to the general market. At this
stage the U.S. Government agreed to finance half of the US$14 million addi-
tional cost required for the transmission system, and the Bank agreed to
increase its loan by US$7 million to finance the other half. The Volta
River Development Act establishing VRA was reviewed by the Bank before its
enactment; the provision for a Chief Financial Officer with equal status to
that of the Chief Executive of the Authority was removed so that the latter
would have undivided authority over the staff.

1/ It seems likely that Ghana was about to accept 2.5 mills/kwhand wanted
to test the Bank's willingness to make a loan under such conditions.

2/ An agreement was reached with the Government of the Soviet Union to
undertake this study.
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3.08 Before all the agreements, conditional on one another, con-
cerning the power project and the smelter were eventually signed in February
1962, the civil works contract for the dam had been awarded to Impresit
(Italy) through international competitive bidding. Ghana asked the Bank
and the U.S. and Canadian Governments to provide candidates for the position
of the Chief Executive of the Volta River Authority. A Canadian engineer
from the Ontario Hydroelectric Commission was recommended by Canada and
appointed to the post. The Volta River project was satisfactorily built on
schedule below estimated costs and operations began in late 1965. Sales
to the smelter started in early 1967 and aluminum exports from the smelter
reached 113,000 tons in 1969.

3.09 Loan 310-GH which was the first loan made by the Bank to Ghana
involved "risks which had to be and were taken," as it was put in the staff
report on the project to the Bank's Board. The success of this project
which was primarily built for the smelter was strongly dependent on un-
certain non-smelter revenues which were expected to comprise at least 65%
of total revenues. However, "even taking all the intangible benefits into
account, the overall balance of costs and benefits to Ghana was on the
positive side to only a modest extent"; the internal rate of return on
Ghana's equity investment in the project (over an assumed 50-year life) was
estimated at about 8.2%, and the investment was expected not to provide
significant positive returns before the early 1970s nor to offset the cumu-
lative losses from not investing an equivalent amount in liquid holdings
before the late 1970s. One benefit frequently ascribed to this type of
project, namely cheap power for non-smelter consumers, was not expected
since it was assumed and recommended by the Bank that the Authority would
have to charge these consumers "the highest possible tariffs consistent with
obtaining maximum revenues."!! The risks of nationalization and political
turmoil feared by Kaiser-VALCO and the Bank have not materialized up to now
and the Authority has succeeded in getting slightly better returns than ex-
pected, while charging non-smelter consumers tariffs lower than recommended.

3.10 Ghana has however been faced with unexpected difficulties which
did not come under the Bank's scrutiny until a few years ago. Nearly 10
years after start of construction the full land and housing compensation and
resettlement of the 80,000 people displaced from the lake basin, for which
the Government assumed responsibility, has not been completed and has up to
now been rather unsuccessful due mainly to the lack of proper organization
and the lack of clear Government policy on land tenure. Initial efforts by
the Government failed. In 1967 the Government entrusted VRA as its agent to
undertake a land clearing and resettlement project with the assistance of
UNDP and FAO World Food Program. A National Committee on Resettlement

1/ Quotations are extracted from the Appraisal Report.
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Agriculture was not established until 1968. By the end of 1970 the cadas-
tral survey for land acquisition was almost completed and about 75% of dis-
placed households were established in new houses (see Table I). The Bank
has recommended that VRA be discharged from its resettlement responsibilities
so that VRA deal only with power activity "to make it easier to ultimately
merge VRA's and ECG's operations." lakeside health hazards have increased,
though VRA has been assisted by WHO in its control measures and its research.
River blindness and rates of bilharzia in children are high in some areas,
breeding of Simulium demnosium flies has increased due to the high constant
river flows and indications of trypanosomiasis have been found. The Bank
has been assisting WHO in preparing a long-term project to control river
blindness in an area encompassing Ghana. It also contemplates formulating
and coordinating with WHO other future disease control and eradication pro-
jects and might consider financing them.

3.11 On the other hand, the foreign exchange earnings from VALCO's
power payments (other earnings from the smelter are negligible) and the
savings in foreign exchange resulting from not generating in thermal plants
the energy required to meet the non-smelter demand have made a contribution
to Ghana's balance of payments, exceeding total debt service on VRA for
its foreign borrowing by some 50%,according to rought estimates for 1970.11
The effect of the project on the balance of payments is expected to improve
when VALCO increases its purchases of power for the smelter's fourth pot-
line and when the complementary bauxite mining project envisaged initially,
postponed in 1961 and presently under discussion between Ghana, Kaiser and
IFC,is completed.

1/ In 1970, VRA's debt service amounted to US$7 million, VALCO's payments
to US$5.3 million; savings on thermal generation for non-smelter demand
are estimated at US$5.5 million, i.e. US$4.1 million for fuel required
to generate 790 GWh and US$1.4 million total debt service on the foreign
exchange cost of a 120 MW thermal plant.
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IV. DEMAND FORECASTING AND INVESTMENT PLANNING

4.01 The market served by the project was expected to be the smelter,

the mines and general consumers in the southern area of Ghana. Projections

were made up to 1976 in order to assess the long-term effects of the project

on Ghana's economy and finances. Because of their different characteristics,

the features and expected and actual developments of these three demands are

discussed separately.

4.02 According to the Master Agreement negotiated between the Govern-

ment and VALCO, VRA was required to make available to the smelter 166 MW of

capacity (before transmission losses) in the first year, expected to be 1967,
and up to 334 MW in 1972 and thereafter. The agreement also provided VALCO

with another option for earlier increases of capacity, and projections were

made for each option. Because VALCO exercised its first option, only the

corresponding projections have been considered in Table II-A.

4.03 The consulting engineers estimated that the electricity demand

of the general consumers in southern Ghana would grow by more than 13% p.a.

over 1966-1970, reaching 121 MW and 555 Gwh in 1970. As regards the gold
mines, it was assumed that the transfer of this load from captive generation

to the Authority's system would be a gradual process; power being essential

to the mines' safety, the mines would discontinue the operation of their own

generating facilities as soon as they could satisfy themselves of the reli-

ability of supplies from VRA.

4.04 Both in terms of power (MW) and energy (Gwh) the forecasts

turned out conservative on the whole (Table II-A). Sales to the smelter,
ECG and the mines were scheduled to start in 1967 and 1966 respectively;

because construction was completed ahead of schedule, sales started in 1965

for ECG and the mines and in 1966 for VALCO. Sales to the mines were double

the expected level because VRA power saved consumers the taxes on fuel for

captive plants. VALCO's peak demand outgrew by more than 10% the power

agreement's figures under the first option. ECG's peak demand was about

15% lower than expected, but energy sales to ECG were on the average similar

to those forecast, the discrepancy originating from a higher ECG load fac-

tor due to higher industrial sales. The high demand has reflected the con-

fidence of the mines in VRA supplies and the effective operation of the

smelter which consumed after 1967 an amount of energy 25% higher than that

established in the power contract

4.05 Over the 1966-1970 period, revenues from VALCO, like sales

thereto, were 25% above the forecast, and revenues from mines were higher
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by about two-thirds as compared to the forecast, but sales revenues from ECG

were on average half the forecast level because the price charged to ECG by

VRA was 7.5 mills/kwh against 15 mills/kwh assumed in the appraisal report;

total sales revenues have been lower than expected by about 18%. As expec-

ted, total VRA revenues have depended in large measure on the size of the

non-smelter load and on the tariffs charged to non-smelter consumers. On

the other hand, costs for operations and for depreciation have been lower

than expected by more than 20% on average mainly due to construction cost

savings. As a result, net revenues fell below the forecasts by about 8% on

average but the apparent rate of return on average net fixed assets in

service grew from 0.6% in 1967 to 4.3% in 1970 as against 0.4% and 3.7%
respectively expected in the forecasts. Correspondingly, the apparent net

earnings for the country (defined as the net revenues less interest charges)

represented a higher return on Ghana's investments, 2.8% in 1970 as against

2.3% forecast. However, the returns on the assets and the earnings on in-

vestments are to some extent over-estimated because only the foreign ex-
change portion of the assets was revalued after the 1967 devaluation of the
Ghanaian cedi and because the assets include only one-fourth of the re-

settlement cost caused by the project (paragraph 5.03).

4.06 The amount of capacity installed was decided on the basis of

the firm capacity concept (installed capacity less one unit as reserve);
excluding the reserve unit, the remaining spare capacity was expected to

decrease from 357 MW in 1966 to 79 MW in 1970, indicating an excess of two
units in 1966 and one unit in 1967. According to the effective-peak spare
capacity criterion (spare capacity at the critical time in the year when
margin between demand and available capacity is least), it appears ex-post
that the four units have been necessary since 1968 when the effective-peak
spare capacity dropped down to 73 MW.
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V. FINANCING OF THE PROJECT

5.01 The Government of Ghana had arranged financing totalling US$196
million to provide:

a) US$190 million to meet the estimated cost of the 4-unit,
588 MW installation and to meet the resettlement cost;

b) US$6 million to meet part of the estimated cost of a
fifth unit (which would have been required in early 1969

if VALCO had exercised its option at the earliest date
possible).

The Government was prepared to invest up to US$98 million as equity (inclu-
ding US$29 million for resettlement and reservoir clearance) and obtained
an additional US$98 millian by borrowing from U.S. and U.K. agencies and
from the Bank (Table II-B). The Bank was expected to contribute 28% to total
amounts of funds required for the power project (excluding resettlement and
reservoir clearance), the U.S. and U.K. agencies 22% and 9% respectively.
It had been assumed that the equity contributions and the various loan funds
would be drawn upon as required, on a pro-rata basis.

5.02 Because of the reduction in the cost of the power project, both
the Government contribution and the withdrawals from the foreign bilateral
tied loans were lower than forecast. Procurements from U.S. manufacturers
and the use of a local cost clause allowed withdrawals from U.S. loans to
contribute the expected 22% to total sources of funds; but withdrawals from
the U.K. tied loan contributed only 2%, the difference being offset by with-
drawals from the Bank loan which took a greater share of the financing (34%).
The Government contributed the expected share to the cost of the power pro-
ject itself.

5.03 Resettlement capital expenditures had been estimated at N020.4
million to be met by the Government as equity. Resettlement up to 1967 was
carried out by the Government and N021.1 million was spent on this aspect.
Since 1967 an additional N04.7 million (of which about 60% for administration
only) has been spent by VRA out of funds provided by the Government. Thus
total resettlement expenses by the end of 1970 amounted to N025.8 million,
and resettlement is still far from being completed. According to the Loan
Agreement only N07 million of resettlement expenditures were charged to the
scheme and included in VRA's gross fixed assets, the remaining expenses (about
75%) being taken over by the Government.
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VI. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AND COST

6.01 Construction of the Volta River hydroelectric plant and the
transmission lines has been generally very satisfactory. Though construc-
tion started several months later than expected, the plant and the trans-
mission lines were commissioned on schedule, due to a shorter construction
period of the plant (reduction of 7 months on average). The transmission
network was completed during 1965 and 1966, instead of by November 1964 as
expected, but transmission to VALCO's smelter was commissioned in due time
before first operation of the smelter.

6.02 The monetary inflation which has taken place in Ghana has made
it necessary to readjust the figures of the actual and estimated costs of
the project (excluding interest during construction). The forecast construc-
tion costs set up in Table III have been computed excluding the allowances
which were made in the domestic currency component for escalation in the
costs of labor, and the actual costs have been obtained by deflating the
local expenditures incurred each year for the project by the Ghanaian cost-
of-living index. The result suggests that the total cost of the project
(including only one-fourth of the resettlement costs; para. 5.03) has been
about US$18 million lower than estimated, savings originating mainly from
the low bid received for the civil works contract and from the transmission
part of the project. The foreign exchange component of the plant was higher
than estimated by about US$5 million, but its local cost component was
reduced by about US$11 million equivalent. Substantial savings were made on
transmission, on both local and foreign components. As a result, the unit
capital cost of the plant has been US$209 per kw installed, and the unit
cost for the whole scheme (plant and associated transmission) dropped from
US$285 expected to US$253 actual.
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VII. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONS

7.01 The first Chief Executive of VRA was an engineer from the On-
tario Hydroelectric Commission of Canada, assisted by an Indian Financial
Adviser and by a Chief Engineer and a Chief Accountant both appointed from
Ontario Hydro. The remaining staff of the Authority were Ghanaians. In
addition, 15 Ontario Hydro staff were attached, under a technical assist-
ance contract, to VRA to initially operate the facilities and give on-site
training. Complete operational responsibility was transferred in 1967 to
the Ghanaians who had received good training and have satisfactorily oper-
ated the facilities since. The present Chief Executive, a Ghanaian pre-
viously Chief Engineer of the former Electricity Division, was appointed
to his present position in 1966. Senior staff positions (except Director
of Engineering) were filled with Ghanaians after contracts with foreign
staff were not renewed by VRA because of the costs of these contracts.
The Canadian Engineering Director left VRA in May 1971 and has been re-
placed by a Ghanaian. Senior staff is well-qualified, but the Authority
has been short of qualified middle-level staff. The accounting department
needed reorganization in order to improve its procedures and reduce unqua-
lified staff. VRA agreed during the second loan negotiations to carry out
a review of its operations, organization structure, accounting system and
staffing policies. VRA engaged for this purpose the services of Ontario
Hydro who submitted a report in early 1971; the consultant's recommendations
are still being examined by VRA.

7.02 Similar weaknesses have existed in the accounting department
of the Electricity Corporation of Ghana. Establishment of ECG, to which
the Government was committed under Loan 310-GH, was delayed because of po-
litical changes in Ghana and the time required to formulate the basic char-
ter of the new corporation. The Government decree establishing the Cor-
poration (ECG) was published in January 1967 and became effective in July
1967. The Chief Executive of VRA has been a member of its Board. ECG has
received the assistance of engineering consultants (W. Lahmeyer of Germany)
and of its auditors, Cooper Brothers (who are also VRA's auditors), for
management consultancy and reorganization of its accounting system on a
commercial basis. In 1968 ECG received an IDA credit of US$10 million to
cover the foreign exchange cost of a distribution expansion project; the
distribution facilities were essential to meet power demands and to allow
maximum use of VRA's energy to replace expensive diesel generation. A
second IDA credit of US$7.1 million was made in 1971. Because it was essen-
tial that distribution facilities in Ghana should keep pace with the develop-
ment of generating facilities and because the bulk of ECG sales would come
from its purchases of power from VRA, the credits to ECG were a logical se-
quence to the Volta project and have been expected to add materially to the
profitability of VRA.
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7.03 The Bank has continuously favored merger of the operations of
VRA and ECG. Earlier proposals to merge the former Electricity Division
with VRA did not materialize, mainly for political reasons, and ECG was
established as a separate entity. Because of the heavy dependence of ECG
on VRA power and of some possibilities of staff economies, consolidation of
the two entitites has continued to be considered. Recent efforts, however,
have been hampered by the existence of the non-power activities undertaken
by VRA under its status of regional development agency. In addition to re-
settlement and lake research, VRA started in 1967 to operate a pilot trans-
portation system on the Volta Lake with income losses in 1968 and 1969. The
termination of this scheme in March 1970 by establishing, with Danish
assistance, the Volta Lake Transport Company as a separate entity has been
a first step toward making a merger of the two organizations possible.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

8.01 The risks envisaged by the Bank when helping to establish VRA
did not materialize significantly. All obligations undertaken by Ghana have
been fulfilled and agreements respected. The VRA has been operating satis-
factorily on the whole and VALCO and ECG have been well serviced. Except
for some organizational and overstaffing problems caused by social and en-
vironmental responsibilities of VRA and by governmental pressures, and
which are under study for future improvements, the management of VRA appears
to have performed better than expected. Technical performance has been
satisfactory, with small transmission losses and capacity out of service
kept to a reasonable level. Financial indicators suggest an improving
situation, though still fragile.

8.02 Mainly because of lower capital costs than expected, and partly
because of higher sales than expected, VRA has apparently been able to
earn slightly more than the expected rates of return despite charging much
less thanoriginally envisaged for non-aluminum consumption. However, these
returns are somewhat overestimated because most of the resettlement expen-
ditures are omitted from capital costs; moreover, strict comparison with
other utilities would require full revaluation of book values of capital
expenditures to allow for interim inflation. There are also some negative
environmental effects, but presently of very unclear dimensions.

8.03 VRA and the Government are now aiming at earning an 8% rate
of return on VRA's net fixed assets, as recommended by the Bank for ECG.
After the Bank expressed its concern in 1968 about the low tariffs charged
by VRA to ECG and recommended a review of VRA's tariff structure, VRA en-
gaged consultants, Preece Cardew and Rider, to review the original power
cost allocation studies previously undertaken by KECI and VRA and to make
recommendations. A preliminary report in 1969 indicated that any tariff
adjustment would be either small or not necessary. The final report, issued
in 1970 and based on the 8% return assumption, has recommended, according
to VRA's management, tariff increases similar to those computed by VRA itself;
it suggested, in particular, that the VALCO tariff be increased to 3 mills/
kwh, implying renegotiation of the 30-year power contract, After consider-
ation by VRA and the Government, all tariffs expect VALCO's were increased
during 1971; tariffs to ECG were increased by about 20% on average.

8.04 The completed power plant at Akosombo is expected to meet mar-
ket requirements until 1977. To meet increased demand from VALCO for a
possible fifth pot-line and also the increased demand from the normal growth
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of ECG and other consumers, VRA has been investigating various potential
hydro developments in Ghana and is considering other possibilities -- such
as importing power from Nigeria through Togo and Dahomey or the installa-
tion of thermal capacity. Ghana does not have any known indigenous fuel
resources, but a thermal solution would avoid the environmental problems
which may be characteristic of dams in West Africa. VRA is also planning
the extension of its transmission network.

8.05 Prospects for the power sector are good. Net foreign exchange
earnings from the combined hydroelectric/aluminum project (including savings
made by meeting non-smelter demand from Akosombo rather than from a thermal
plant) have probably been positive, and will increase when Ghana's own bau-
xite deposits are exploited. The availability of a large source of cheap
power has allowed ECG to decrease its tariffs, in particular the tariffs for
industrial consumption which has developed rapidly after 1966 with the
establishment of small industries in Tema. Throughpayment of dividends to
the Government in the coming years and of indirect taxes as of 1971 (import
duties, excise taxes, sales and purchase taxes, surcharge on procurement,
levy on interest payments abroad, from all of which VRA had been previously
exempt), the sector will contribute to an increasing extent to the Govern-
ment's general development expenditures; this would be justifed because of
the Government's relatively heavy investment in the power sector which pre-
sently directly benefits only about 16% of the population.

8.06 The scope of this study has been confined to evaluating achieve-
ment of the direct objectives of the Bank's loan for the Volta hydroelectric
project. The VRA case raises important economic, social and ecological
issues which deserve further investigation. The actual and potential multi-
purpose aspects of the project -- transport, fishing and irrigation -- would

have warranted more consideration. The institutional, administrative and
financial measures required to prevent or to remedy negative social and en-
vironmental effects of the project would seem to have merited more attention
from the Bank, as integral parts of the project -- especially in view of the
great delays and unsatisfactory conditions which have actually beset the re-
settlement program. Partly because of the large social costs involved it
remains an open question whether benefits of the project to Ghana have been
commensurate with its costs. This, and the division of benefits on the
whole scheme between Ghana and the international aluminum company, warrant
further study.
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VAt. P2JE'CT PIRJLY ANCED 3Y IRD (US$E million)

LOAN 310-G T (February 1962)

PROJECT FINANCING-a P1RIOD 1966-1970
FORECA ST ACTUAL FORECAST ACTUAL

Total , of Total o f Total Tof otal of
total total total total

SOURCES OF FUNDS
l. Net Internal Cash Generation -- -- -- -- 7.45 100 2.34 11
2. Domestic contribution:

from public sector 69 141 57.18 42 -- .29 1
from private sector -- -

Total 69 l 57.18 2 - -- .29 1
3. Foreign Borrowing:-

Ex-Im. Bank 10 6 8.27 6 -- -- -- --
US AID 27 16 21.37 16 -- 9.76 46
UK ECGD 14 9 3.45 2 -- .39 2
I BD 47 28 lt6.66 31 -- 7.26 314
CIDA -- -- -- -- -- 1.23 6
Total 98 59 79.75 58 -- -- 1. ~81~

4 Total Sources 17 T00 136.93 100 7.5 O 100 21.27 100

APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS
%. Total Fixed Investments 159.3 95 131.19 96 3.67 19 16.56 78

.orking Capital ana Cash 7.7 5 .74 4 3.78 51 4.71 22
7. Total Applications lZ 100 13.9 100 75 100 21.27 100

8. Debt Service -- -- 31.24 29.75

a/ Not including expenditure incurred by the Government (; 29 million forecast) for
reservoir clearance, resettlement and access roads.

b/ Terms of 1oans: Interest(,) Amortization(yrs)
Ex-Im. Bank 5 3/4 25
US AID 3 1/2 30
UK ECGD 6 25
IBRD 5 1/2 25
CIDA(thru Govt) 2 IV2 30

The CIDA loan was in a first phase made to the Government with 0% interest

and 50 years repayment.
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GHANA THE VOLTA RIVER AUTHORITY TABLE I

Unit 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 Av. an. ins. rate(%)
OPERATIONS 1967-1970

1. Installed Capacity (yr-end) MW 588 588 588 588 588 588
as % of Total in Country % 82 82 83 83 83 84

2. Peak-demand on VRA a/ MW 73 92 317 329 359 378 6.o
3. Gross Reser ves MW n.a. 620 271 767 215 201

Reserves as % of Peak-demand % -- 456 85 8 62 556. Effective-peak Spare Capacity KW -- 337 177 157 115
5. Gross Generation 3Mh 10 67, 1o95 5 2728 2882 26.6
6. Generation Sent Out 0Gh 102 67, 1093 2521 2726 2879 26.4
7. Total Sales GWh 98 45n} ]65

6  
2 h73 2674 28o6 26.5

of which: to VALCO (in %) -- 3 63 7 76 72
to HOG (in %) 86 67 25 17 19 20

8. Number of Employees s No 960 671 781 930 978 n.a.
9. Plant Factor % 7.2 9.3 29.0 49.0 53.0 55.9

10. Load Factor % 55.0 56. 523 88 85.0 86.7

FINANCES
11. Sales Revenues 5/ Ngmin .71 3.09 6.08 9,68 10.56 11.63 24.2

of which: from VALCO (in 9) -- 1.0 38.0 52.7 50.0 46.3
from ECG (in %) % 84.2 68.8 63.6 33.5 36.3 39.1

12. Operating Costs 1/ NEmIn .29 1.91 5.31 5.37 5.30 5.83 3.2
13. Average Revenue/kwh Sold N# .72 .67 .42 .38 .39 .41 0
14. Average Cost/lkwh Sold N# .30 .42 .36 .22 .20 .21 -19.7
15. Average Revenue/kwh Sold US# 1.01 .97 .61 .37 .38 .60 0
16. Revenue/kwh Sold to VALVCO US -- .57 .23 .26 .26 .26 0
17. Revenue/kwh Sold to EOG US 1.02 .9 .72 .74 .75 .79 3.1
18. Average Cost/kwh Sold USf .62 .59 .35 .22 .20 .21 -19.7
19. Exchange Rate Used (Cedi) US$l=N- .71 .71 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02
20. Net Revenues (11-12) N0m1n .62 1.18 .77 4.11 5.22 5.80 96.1
21. Gross Fixed Investment N0min n.a. 7.46 1.)1 1.1 1.35 2.4 --
22. Aver. Net Fixed Assets in

Service N0min 95.62 110.33 127.81 139.63 136.80 134.39 1.7

MANAGEMENT INDICATORS
23. Rate of Return (20 as % of %2 elSk 1.1 .6 2.9 3.8 6.3
24. Debt Service Coverage 2/ times n.a. L .9 1.2 1.3 1.3
25. Debt/Equity Ratio ./. )4/56  47/53 55/45 56/6 50/66 53/47
26. Energy Sales per Employee MWh 102 671 1862 2659 2736 n.a. 21.2
27. Distribution Losses (6-7/6) 6.0 5.5 2.6 1.9 1.9 2.5
28. Average Capacity Out of Service

as % of Instolled Capacty f n.a. h.7 17.0 7.5 6.3 7.9
29. Resettlement Rate h/? % 63,5 61.2 60.2 60.2 69.7 76.1

ECONOMIC INDICATORS
30. Aluminum Exports by VALCO tonsOOO's -- -- 39 116 113 103 38.3
31. VALCO Power Payments

as % Debt Service Z -- 1.7 L5.8 76.6 76.? 75.6
32. VRA Sales to ECG as % of

Total Energy Sent Out by ECOG 26.9 90.4 92.4 92.0 96.o 96.7
33. Average Revenue/kwh in ECG NO 3.4 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.8
34. ECG Revenue/kwh sold residential N# 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 --
35. ECOG average revenue/kwh

sold to industries No 3.0 2.6 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.7
36. Number of ECG Customers 000's r.a. 77.8 86.3 89.5 94.7 99.33 6.3
37. ECG Total Sales Gwh 236 267 317 391 052 521 18.0
38. EG Industrial Sales GWh 50.3 56.7 89.0 166.7 181.8 222.9 35.9

a/ Maximum coincident demand in the year.
b/ For power activities only. Does not include labor force employed for conatruction

of the hydroelectric plant and for resettlasent.
C/ Revenues from sales of electric power only. Consusers of ECG or VRA do not pay

indirect taxes.
d/ Including depreciation, but excluding interest. VRA does not pay income tax.
e/ Times debt service was covered by operating income (including non-power revenues)

and deprecia tion.
f/ Capacity out of service only for programmed maintenance and breakdowns.

Power payments made by VALCO in US$ expressed as % of total VRA debt service (foreign
exchange).

h/ Definad as cumulative number of resettlement houses built as % of cumulative number of
households displaced from the lake basin.
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GHANA THE TOLTA RIVER AUTHORITY TABLE II-A

LOAN 310-GH (February 1962)

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 Av. an. inc. rate(%)
____ - ___ -1965-1970

LOAD FORECASTS (M*0
1. Firm Capacity; -- 442 442 442 442 442 --

Maximum demand: VALC -- -- 166 223 223 223 10.3-

ECG- -- 74 86 96 109 121 13.1
Mines -- 11 13 _l5 17 19 14.6

2. Total -- ~ 2T 334 3149 3~ 43.8
3. Spare Capacity (1-2) -- 357 177 108 93 79

ACIUAL LOAD (MW)
4. Effective-peak capacityC/ n.a. 409 400 390 500 475

Maximum demand: VAL-- 5 220.5 220 245 250 4.3
ECG 59.2 60.0 74.8 77.9 98.5 111.2 13.4
Mines d14.2 26.1 27.1 28.5 31.8 33.5 18.7

5. Total 73.4 9171 -322.4 326.4 37.3 39tT 40.0
6. Effective-peak spare capacity n.a. 337.0 170.0 73.0 157.0 115.0

LOAD FORECAST ACCURACY-
7. Maximum demand: VALCO -- -- 75 101 91 89

EC0a -- 123 115 123 111 109

Mines -- 42 48 53 53 57
Total -- 93 82 102 93 92

SALES FORECASTS (Gh) i/
8. Sales: VALC2  -- -- 434 1242 1680 1752 59.1-

ECd -- 332 387 437 493 555 13.7
Mines -- 2 63 74 84 9 5 16.3
Total -- 38 7 1753 2257 21402 i

ACTUAL SALES (GWh)
9. Sales: VALCQ -- 13.9 923.2 1865.9 1972.2 2012 29.6-/

ECGk 85.0 308.6 366.6 428.9 515.9 586 17.1
Mines 13.2 127.2 164.1 177.4 185. 206 12.8

Tota 98. 797 173.9 273.2 267. b~6 2=08Total 66- ifo
SALES FORECAST ACCURACY92

10. Sales to VALCO -- -- 47 67 85 87
to ECG -- 107 105 102 96 95
to Mines -- 1l 38 42 45 46
Total Sales -- 85 61 71 84 86

RETURN FORECAST (N~mln)
11. Operating Revenues: VALCO -- -- 1.16 3.32 4.50 4.69 59.1L-

ECG -- 5.07 5.92 6.69 7.55 8.50 13.8
Mines -- .54 .64 .75 .86 .96 15.5
Total -- T.6 7.73 10.77 12.91 16.15 26.0

12. less: Operating Costs -- 2.34 6.95 6.95 6.95 6.95 31.3
13. Net Revenues -- 3.27 .78 3.82 5.96 7.20 21.8

14. Net Earnings / 3.27 -4.37 -1.18 1.11 2.62

15. tate of return (5 )g./ -- -- .4 1.9 3.0 3.7
16. Net earnings as % Ghana investments -- -- -- -- 1.0 2.3

ACTUAL RETURN (N~mln)
17. Net Revenues. rate of return-see Table I
18. Net EarningsJ .42 L.18 -3.23 .02 1.30 2.03
19. Net Earnings as ' Ghana ipvestmentsh_ .59 L.63 -- .03 1.79 2.80

RETURN FORECAST ACCURAC)-
20. Operating Revenues: VALCO -- -- 50 66 85 87

ECG -- 162 219 205 192 183
Mines -- 45 60 62 64 60
Total -- 127 127 114 122 122

21. Operating Costs -- 86 131 129 130 119
22. Net Revenues -- 194 101 93 114 124

a/ Defined as installed capacity minus one Unit as reserve.

/Including Akosombo township (about 1.5 MW) and textile factory (11W as of 1968).
e/ Effective peak: critical time in the year when margin between demand and available capacity

(after maintenance and loss due to water level) is least.
d/ Non coincident total maximum demand.
e/ Defined by the ratio Forecast/Actual.
T/ Defined as Net Revenues less interest charges.

Net Revenues as % of average net fixed assets in service.
h/ Ghana total investments were NO 71.4mln in 1965 and 72.50mln afterwards.
/ Average annual rate of increase over 1967-1970.
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GHANA THE VOLTA RIVER AUTHORITY TABLE II-B

VRA PROJECT PARTLY FINANCED BY IBRD (US$ million)

LOAN 310-GH (February 1962)

PROJECT FINANCING / PERIOD 1966-1970
FORECAST ACTUAL FORECAST ACTUAL

Total % of Total % of Total % of Total % of
total total total total

SOURCES OF FUNDS
1. Net Internal Cash Generation -- -- -- -- 7.45 100 2.34 11
2. Domestic contribution:

from public sector 69 41 57.18 42 -- .29 1
from private sector -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Total b/9 l 57.18 T2 -- -- .29 1
3. Foreign Borrowing:-

Ex-Im. Bank 10 6 8.27 6 -- -- -- --
US AID 27 16 21.37 16 -- 9.76 46
UK ECGD 14 9 3.45 2 -- .39 2
IBRD 47 28 46.66 34 -- 7.26 34
CIDA -- -- - 1. 23
Total ~~ ~ 79.75~~ -- -- 18.6

4. Total Sources 177 100 136.93 00 -75 100 21.27 100

APPLICATIONS OF FUNDS
5. Total Fixed Investments 159.3 95 131.19 96 3.67 49 16.56 78
6. Working Capital ana Cash 7.7 _5 5.74 __ 3 .8 -51 4.71 22
7. Total Applications 0 100 139100 100 21.27 100

8. Debt Service -- -- 31.24 29.75

-/ Not including expenditure incurred by the Government ($ 29 million forecast) for
reservoir clearance, resettlement and access roads.

b/ Terms of loans: Interest(/' Amortization(vrs)
Ex-Im. Bank 5 3/4 25
US AID 3 1/2 30
UK ECGD 6 25
IBRD 5 1/2 25
CIDA 2 1/2 30
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GHANA THE VOLVA RIVER AUTHORITY TABLE III

I.B.R.D. PROJECTS IMPLEMENTATION

Commis-
Start sioning Construct. a/ cONSTRUCTTON cOST COST/KW

Construct. Date Period Project Scope (US$ million) US$
(mthls)-

LOAN 310-GH (of US$ 47 million) L.C. F.X. Total
(Signed February 1962)

Volta River Plant b/ Forecast June 1961 Apr 1966 58 588MW Hydro 61.6 67.1 128.7 219
Actual Dec 1961 S65-Ju66 46-55 588MW y 50.33 72.36 122.69 209

Associated Forecast Feb 1962 Nov 1964 33 985km 9.9 28.8 38.7
Transmission Actual Oct 1962 F65-Ju66 28-4 1,Oh5km 6.23 20.13 26.36

Total Plant and Forecast June 1961 Apr 1966 58 588MW 985km 71.5 95.9 167.h 285
Transmission b/ Actual Dec 1961 June1966 55 588MW loh5km 56.56 92.49 149.05 253

LOAN DISBURSEMENT PATTERN
Undisbur.

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 12/31/74.
310-GH Forecast: none

Actual: Amount (US$mln) 9.89 16.22 13.59 5.56 1.40 .24 -- .10 --
% of total 21.1 34.5 28.9 11.8 3.0 .5 -- .2 --
Cumulative % 21.1 55.6 84.5 96.3 99.3 99.8 -- 100 --

a/ Project scope is Megawatts of installed capacity and source of energy in the case of
Generation projects, and kilometers of lines erected (165kv) in the case of transmission
items (MVA capacity of substations was not available).

b/ Both forecast and actual include, on account of resettlement, only the No 7 million which,
under the original Loan Agreement, were to be charged to the scheme. In the original
estimates this was equivalent to US$ 9.8 million; the dollar equivalent of actual expen-
ditures on this particular item cannot be determined because it is not shown separately in
the time stream of VRA investment.
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I. Introduction

1.01 The Volta River Authority (VRA) was established by the Volta

River Development Act of 1961 to construct and operate the Volta River

Project, which was built between 1962 and 1965 and partially financed

by Bank Loan 310 GH. The delegations of policy laid down in the Act,

which was reviewed by the Bank prior to passage, enable the Authority

to take any action required for the success of the Volta River project

and require it to conduct its affairs in accordance with sound public

utility practices. Under the Act, the Authority is empowered to go well

beyond the boundaries of the power sector, making it an integrated reg-

ional development agency. The creation of the Volta Lake opened up the

possibility of the development of water transportation and fisheries.

VRA is also responsible for general medical research and promotion of

the well-being of the population in the area. It is administered by a

seven-man Board of Directors appointed for terms of three years; the-

Prosidentaf-the Republic is Chairman ex effieia4 the o*her members in-

clude the Chief Executive of VRA, the Managing Directors of the Electri-

city Corporation of Ghana (ECG) and of the Volta Aluminum Company (VALCO),

and four members representing the general public.

1.02 The Volta River hydroelectric station, located at Akosombo,

has four 147 1W units installed since 1966. VRA owns and operates an 800

km 165 kv transmission ring serving the VALCO smelter (built in con-

nection with the project), ECG systems in the main towns, a number of

smaller towns and villages, and gold and diamond mines. Since 1966 dis-

cussions had taken place between VRA and Togo and Dahomey for purchases
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of VRA power by them. The power agreement between the three countries

was signed in August 1969 and the transmission line from Akosombo to Lome

(Togo) and Cotonou (Dahomey) is expected to be in service n .7

1.03 Almost all consumption of publicly supplied electricity occurs

in the southern part of the country where about two-thirds of the total

population lives,and where the bulk of conmercial agriculture, manufac-

turing and all mining is located. Public generation, transmission and

distribution of power are the responsibility of two organizations, VRA

and ECG. The principal private producers of power, the mines, have

placed their generating equipment on standby and use power produced by

VRA. ECG is responsible for distribution of VRA power in southern Ghana

and for the generation and distribution of diesel power in areas that

cannot as yet be economically connected to the VRA transmission system.

II. The Association Between the Bank and the Authority

2.01 The Volta River Authority received two loans from the Bank as

follows:

Date of
Loan Effec- Clos- Amounts ($ mln.)

Agree- tive ing Commit- Dis- Period (years)
Loan No. ment Date Date ted bursed a/Interest Grace Term

310 GH 2/62 2/62 4/71~ 47.0 47.0 5-3/4% 6 25

618 GH 6/69 10/69 12/73 6.0 *. 6-1/2% 10 25

53.0 70-

a/ As of December 31, 197p.
b/ Original closing date was June 1967 and was extended twice.
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2.02 After several years of complex preparation and negotiations,

Loan 310 GH was made to assist in financing the Volta River Authority

Hydroelectric Project (with four units installed totalling 588 1.w) and

transmission facilities to permit bulk sales to VALCO's smelter, several

large mining enterprises, and the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG).

The United Kingdom Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD), and the

United States Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im) and Agency for International

Development (AID) also provided loans aggregating US$ 51 million equiv-

alent (see Section III below for a more complete history of the loan).

The power project was supposed to be completed by mid-1966 in order

to supply power to the aluminum smelter of VALCO which had negotiated

with VRA a .ong-termwcontract for firm power du g 3Q-years and was

committed to build the aluminum smelter.

2.03 The Loan and Guarantee Agreement provided, in addition to

the usual clauses regarding long-term debt incurrence and engagement

of independent auditors, that:

a) withdrawals from the loan funds (including U.S. and U.K.

loans) would not at any time exceed 50% of the amount

expended on the project;

b) VRA would not change the rate for power sales in the

contract between the Authority and VALCO without the Bank's

agreement;

c) the Government would undertake to reorganize the existing

Electricity Division of the Ministry of Works and Housing

(the predecessor of ECG) as a statutory corporation not later -
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than the date when the Volta River Authority was ready to

sell pcwer.

The terms of the loan contained also a performance target, to be met

only by 1974, of an 8% return, from power operations, calculated after

payment of interest, on the Government's equity.

2.04 The project was essentially completed by mid-1965 and totally

by mid-1966; initial sales of power to ECG and mines started late in

1965 and to the smelter in March 1967. Three pot-lines had been

installed in the smelter by 1967 and VALCO started negotiations to

finance a fourth pot-line. VRA's contractual obligations to serve

increasing demand from the smelter have required it to install additional

generating capacity by April 1972 at the latest. In 1969 \RA requested

the Bank to help finance the final two units, which would bring the

power plant to its ultimate capacity of 882 MW, and associated substa-

tion facilities. Conditions of effectiveness for the loan prepared

by the Bank were that the Canadian Government's loan to VRA be also

effective and that VALCO make satisfactory arrangements to finance the

expansion of its smelter. Loan 618 GH of US$ 6 million equivalent

became effective in October 1969. All major contracts have been awarded3

im-civil works esse started some weeks behind schedule. It is antici-

pated that the additional units will be in operation on schedule.

III. The Genesis of the Project

3.01 Development of the Volta River basin in Ghana has been the

subject of many studies from time to time since A, h the discovery
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of bauxite first directed attention to the possibility of generating

hydroelectricity from the Volta to produce aluminum from local ore.

Following a study in 1951 by engineering consultants recommending the

development of an integrated aluminum scheme supplying the sterling

area, the Gold Coast Government set up in 1953 a Preparatory Commission

to follow up the work already done and to examine the problems to be

overcome. The Commission reported in 1956, outlining a broad plan for

a power plant at Ajena, bauxite mining and associated railways, an

aluminum smelter of , tons f4ml annual capacity, and a port at

Temaj Power was estimated to be produced at the equivalent of

3 mills/kwh (US$ 0.003) which was the maximum price the prospective

aluminum companies had agreed to pay. Construction of the port began

soon after, but otherwise there was little progress in the years

immediately following this report, partly because of the large amount

of finance required, partly because the country was about to become

independent as Ghana, and partly because of the discouraging world

outlook for aluminum at that time. First approaches and visits to the

Bank had been made during 1953-1956 by the Preparatory Commission which

saw a possible role for the Bank as provider of finance for power

generation and protector of the private aluminum companies involved

(Aluminum Ltd. of Canada and British Aluminum Co.). A first Bank missinn

sent in early 1957 to review ecoaomic conditions in Ghana questioned the

advisability of undertaking the project at that time.

3.02. The Government of Ghana maintained their interest in the

Volta scheme, which was made a keystone of national policy, and in 1957
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approached the U.S. for possible assistance in bringing the project

back to life. U.S. officials studied the project and asked for a

review to be made. The engineering aspects of the power project were

reappraised in 1959 by a firm of consultants, Kaiser Engineers and

Constructors, Inc. (KECI), in a study financed jointly by the Govern-

ments of Ghana and the U.S. The consultants' proposals were for a

dam and a power station to be constructed at Akosombo, a more economical

site than Ajena; they confirmed the necessity of developing a large

industrial load to justify the large hydroelectric project and recom-

mended the construction of a* aluminum smelter adjacent to Tema, the

new port area, approximately 70 km from the dam site and 20 km from

Accra. The project was made more attractive for thwooreign aluminum

industry by scaling down investment requirements for power and bauxite

-tmansport0  Moreover,a substantial change was introduced in the project

by including a national transmission network for carrying the surplus

power of the Volta, with the result of spreading the burden of the

investment in the dam and the power plant almost equally between the

aluminum and non-aluminum consumers of power; power for aluminum was

estimated to be produced at a cost of 2.5 mills per kwh.

3.03 The Goverrment made an engineering contract in 1959 with

KECI to draw up the project plans. During the same year, a consortium

grouping Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation - KACC (leader),

Alcan, Alcoa, Olin Mathieson and Reynolds formed the Volta Aluminum

Company Ltd. (VALCO) to explore the possibility of establishing the
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smelter. The Ghana Government discussed KECI and VALCO proposals

with the Governments of the U.S. and the U.K. who both showed interest,

and later asked the Bank to appraise the electric power aspects of the

scheme.

3.04 In 1960, the Bank studied and reported upon Ghana's economy

(Report EA-llOa) and upon the power project (Report TO-2h9a). Prelim-

inary comments on the merits of the Volta Project were not enthusiastic.

The Bank estimated that Ghana's non-smelter power needs would be less

than predicted by Kaiser and recommended building the transmission

network to carry power to general consumers only later; the Bank's

analyses, based on higher cost estimates and power prices of at least 3 and

preferably 3.5 mills per kwh to the smelter, indicated that the returns on

investment would be very inadequate during the earlier years of

operation and too low in the long run "to be particularly attractive."

In sending these reports to the Government the Bank also stressed

that, if the project were to be undertaken, the public investment

program should be kept within bounds and should concentrate on produc-

tive investments.

3.05 During the subsequent negotiations between Ghana and VALCO

for a Master Agreement and a Power Contract, Ghana used the Bank report

as a "bargaining tool" and suggested a power price of about 3.25 mills/

kwh. The Bank, asked by Ghana to give its opinion on VALCO's offer of

2.5 mills/kwh with a 10-year tax holiday, did not endorse VALCO's offer
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and strongly recommended Ghana to seek every possible means of compen-

sating itself, in particular through taxation on VALCO, for the finan-

cial and income losses which would bear on the Volta Authority and the

Government if Ghana decided to accept a low rate. At the same time,

the Bank indicated that it would be prepared to make a loan of $40

million for the project (excluding the transmission network), in view
1/

of the extreme importance attributed to the project by the Government.

After Kaiser considered withdrawal, Ghana and VALCO eventually agreed

on 2.625 mills/kwh; the Bank insisted that this power rate be fixed

for 30 years only instead of 50 years, with VALCO having the right

to renew for 20 more years at a rate to be derived from an escalation

formula suggested and worked out by the Bank. In the Master Agreement

concerning the conditions under which VALCO would operate in Ghana,

it was agreed that (i) Ghana and the Volta River Authority would build

a dam and power plant and supply power to VALCO, (ii) VALCO would build

a smelter and pay for Volta power in U.S. dollars with an obligaticn

"to take or pay for" a minimum amount of power each year, and (iii)

VALCO would be given a 10-year tax holiday and complete freedom in its

operations. It was also agreed that VALCO would not process Ghanaian

bauxite at first in order to reduce the amount of finance needed,

but after 10 years it would get a special tax incentive for doing so;

VALCO's shareholder-customers would provide VALCO with imported alumina

l/ It seems likely that Ghana was about to accept 2.5 mills/kwh and
wanted to test the Bank's willingness to make a loan under such
conditions.
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and pay VALCO a tolling charge for the aluminum ingots to be bought

in sufficient quantity to enable VALCO to meet its power commitments.

All VALCO's imports and exports (aluminum) would be exempt from customs

duties.

3.06 VALCO was then constituted as an operating company with 90%

of its shares owned by KACC and 10%' by the Reynolds Metals Company;

other companies had departed from the consortium. To encourage these

two companies to undertake the smelter project, the U.S. Government,

which had taken a deep interest in Ghana's projects, agreed to help

finance the smelter with a $96 million loan from the Ex-Im Bank and

to guarantee the $32 million investment of the shareholders against

political risks.

3.07 The Government of Ghana decided also to proceed with the

extended transmission system in view of better prospects of demand for
1/

power from the gold mines, and to undertake a preliminary study~ of a

hydroelectric project at Bui (upstream from Akosombo) associated with a

transmission network designed to supply power to the general market.

At this stage the U.S. Government agreed to finance half of the $14

million additional cost required for the transmission system, and the

Bank agreed to increase its loan by $7 million to finance the other

half. The Volta River Development Act establishing VRA was reviewed

1/ An agreement was reached with the Government of the Soviet Union
to undertake this study.
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by the Bank before its enactment; the provision for a Chief Financial

Officer with equal status to that of the Chief Executive of the

Authority was removed so that the latter would have undivided authority

over the staff.

3.08 Before all the agreements, conditional on one another,

concerning the power project and the smelter were eventually signed in

February 1962, the civil works contract for the dam had been awarded

to Impresit (Italy) through international competitive bidding. Ghana

asked the Bank and the U.S. and Canadian Governments to provide can-

didates for the position of the Chief Executive of the Volta River

Authority. A Canadian engineer from the Ontario Hydroelectric Com-

mission was recommended by Canada and appointed to the post., The

Volta River project was satisfactorily built on schedule and operations

began in late 1965. Sales to the smelter started in early 1967 and

aluminum exports from the smelter reached 113,000 tons in 1969.

3.09 Loan 310 GH which was the first loan made by the Bank to

Ghana involved "risks which had to be and were taken," as it was put

in the staff report on the project to the Bank's Board. The success

of this project which was primarily built for the smelter was strongly

dependent on uncertain non-smelter revenues which were expected to

comprise at least 65% of total revenues. However, "even taking all

the intangible benefits into account, the overall balance of costs

and benefits to Ghana was on the positive side to only a modest extent";

the internal rate of return on Ghana's equity investment in the project
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(over an assumed 50-year life) was estimated at about 8.2%, and the in-

vestment was expected not to provide significant positive returns before

the early 1970's nor to offset the cumulative losses from not investing

an equivalent amount in liquid holdings before the late 1970's. One

benefit frequently ascribed to this type of project, namely cheap power

for non-smelter consumers, was not expected since it was assumed and

recommended by the Bank that the Authority would have to charge these

consumers "the highest possible tariffs consistent with obtaining maxi-

mum revenues." The risks of nationalization and political turmoil

feared by Kaiser-VALCO and the Bank have not materialized up to now and

the Authority has succeeded in getting slightly better returns than ex-

pected, while charging non-smelter consumers tariffs lower than recom-

mended.

3,10 Ghana has however been faced with unexpected difficulties which

did not come under the Bank's scrutiny until reeenitly. Nearly 10 years

after start of construction the full land and housing compensation and

resettlement of the 80,000 people displaced froim the lake basinihas not

been completed and has up to now been rather unsuccessful due mainly to

the lack of proper organization and the lack of clear Government policy

on land tenure. First tentatives by the Government wasa~eee. In

1967 the Government goe VRA autha-ty to undertake a land clearing and re-

settlement project with the assistance of UNDP and FAO World Food Program.

A National Committee on Resettlement Agriculture was not established until

1968. By the end of 1970 the cadastral survey for land acquisition was almost

1/ Quotations are extracted from the appraisal report.
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completed and about 75% of displaced households were established in

new houses (see Table I). The Bank has reconnended that VRA be

discharged from its resettlene nt responsibilities so that VRA deal

only with power activity "to make it easier to ultimately merge VRA's

and ECG's operations." Lakeside health hazards have increased, though

VRA has been assisted by WHO in its control measures and its research.

River blindness and rates of bilharzia in children are high in some

areas, breeding of Simulium demnosium flies has increased due to the

high constant river flows and indications of trypanosomiasis have

been found. Tt-bas- eetly been suggested in the Bank that it

formulate and coordinate with WHO future eradication projects and

consider financing them.

3.11 On the other hand, the foreign exchange earnings from

VALCO's power payments (other earnings fro. the smelter are neglig-

ible) and the savings in foreign exchange resulting from not generating

in thermal plants the energy required to meet the non-smelter demand

have made a contribution to Ghana's balance of payments, exceeding total

debt service on VRA for its foreign borrowing by some 50% according to
1/

rough estimates for 1970. The effect of the project on the balance

of payments is expected to improve when VALCO increases its purchases

of power for the smelter's fourth pot-line and when the complementary

bauxite mining project envisaged initially, postponed in 1961 and

l/ In 1970, VRA's debt service amounted to US$ 7 million, VALCO's
payments to US$ 5.3 million; savings on thermal generation for non-
smelter demand are estimated at US$ 5.5 million, i.e. US$ 4.1 million
for fuel required to generate 790 G9h and US$ 1.4 million total debt
service on the foreign exchange cost of a 120 I1 thermal plant.
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presently under discussion between Ghana, Kaiser and IFC is cormpleted.

IV. Demand Forecasting and Investment Planning

4.ol The market served by the project was expected to be the

smelter, the mines and general consumers in the southern area of

Ghana. Projections were made up to 1976 in order to assess the long-

term effects of the project on Ghana's economy and finances. Because

of their different characteristics, the features and expected and

actual developments of these three demands are discussed separately.

4.02 According to the Master Agreement negotiated between the

Government and VALCO, VRA was required to make available to the smelter

166 MW of capacity (before transmission losses) in the first year,

expected to be 1967, and up to 334 MW in 1972 and thereafter. The

agreement also provided VALCO with another option for earlier in-

creases of capacity, and projections were made for each option.

Because VALCO exercised its first option, only the corresponding

projections have been considered in Table II-A.

4.03 The consulting engineers estimated that the electricity

demand of the general consumers in southern Ghana would grow by more

than 13% p.a. over 1966-1970, reachirg121 MW and 555 Gwh in 1970.

As regards the gold mines, it was assumed that the transfer of this

load from captive generation to the Authority's system would be a

gradual process; power being essential to the mines' safety, the
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mines would discontinue the operation of their own generating facilities

as soon as they could satisfy themselves of the reliability of supplies

from VRA.

4.o4 Both in terms of power (1MW) and energy (Gwh) the forecasts

turned out conservative on the whole (Table TI-A). Sales to the smelter,

ECG and the mines were scheduled to start in 1967 and 1966 respectively;

because construction was completed ahead of schedule, sales started in

1965 for ECG and the mines and in 1966 for VALCO. Sales to the mines

were double the expected level because VRA power saved consumers the

taxes on fuel for captive plants. VALCO's peak demand outgrew by more

than 10% the power agreement's figures under the first option. ECG's

peak demand was about 15% lower than expected, but energy sales to ECG

were on the average similar to those forecast, the discrepancy originating

from a higher ECG load factor due to higher industrial sales. The high

demand has reflected the confidence of the mines in VRA supplies and

the effective operation of the smelter which consumed after 1967 an

amount of energy 25% higher than that established in the power contract.

4.05 Over the 1966-1970 period, revenues from VALCO, like sales

thereto, were 25% above the forecast, and revenues from mines were

higher by about two-thirds as compared to the forecast, but sales revenues

from ECG were on average half the forecast level because the price charged

to ECG by VRA was 7.5 mills/kwh against 15 mills/kwh assumed in the

appraisal report; total sales revenues have been lower than expected by
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about 18%. As expected, total VRA revenues have depended in large

measure on the size of the non-smelter load and on the tariffs charged

to non-smelter consumers. On the other hand, costs for operations and

for depreciation have been lower than expected by more than 20,` on

average mainly due to construction cost savings. As a result, net

revenues fell below the forecasts by about 8 on average but the

apparent rate of return on average net fixed assets in service grew

from .6% in 1967 to 4.3% in 1970 as against .4% and 3.7% respectively

expected in the forecasts. Correspondingly, the apparent net earnings

for the country (defined as the net revenues less interest charges)

represented a higher return on Ghana's investments, 2.8% in 1970 as

against 2.3% forecast. However, the returns on the assets and the

earnings on investments are to some extent over-estimated because only

the foreign exchange portion of the assets was revalued after the

1967 devaluation of the Ghanaian cedi and because the assets include

only one-fourth of the resettlement cost caused by the project

(paragraph 5.0).

4.06 The amount of capacity installed was decided on the basis

of the firm capacity concept (installed capacity less one unit as

reserve); excluding the reserve unit, the remaining spare capacity was

expected to decrease from 357 MW in 1966 to 79 MW in 1970, indicating

an excess of two units in 1966 and one unit in 1967. According to the

effective-peak spare capacity criterion (spare capacity at the critical

time in the year when margin between demand and available capacity is
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least), it appears ex-post that the four units have been necessary

since 1968 when the effective-peak spare capacity dropped down to

73 MW.

V. Financing of the Project

5.01 The Government of Ghana had arranged financing totalHng

US$ 196 million to provide:

a) $190 million to meet the estimated cost of the h-unit,

583 Iw installation and to meet the resettlement cost;

b) $ 6 million to meet part of theestimated cost of a

fifth unit (which would have been required in early 1969

if VALCO had exercised its option at the earliest date

possible).

The Government was prepared to invest up to $98 million as equity

(including $29 million for resettlement and reservoir clearance)

and obtained an additional $98 million by borrowing from U.S. and

U.K. agencies and from the Bank (Table II-B). The Bank was expected

to contribute 28% to total sources of funds required for the power

project (excluding resettlement and reservoir clearance), the U.S.

and U.K. agencies 22's and 9% respectively. It had been assumed that

the equity contributions and the various loan funds would be drawn

upon as required, on a pro-rata basis.

5.02 Because of the reduction in the cost of the power project,

both the Government contribution and the withdrawals from the foreign

bilateral tied loans were lower than forecast. Procurements from U.S.
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manufacturers and the use of a local cost clause allowed withdrawals

from U.S. loans to contribute the expected 22% to total sources of

funds; but withdrawals from the U.K. tied loan contributed only 2%,

the difference being offset by withdrawals from the Bank loan which

took a greater share of the financing (34%). The Government contributed

the expected share to the cost of the power project itself.

5.03 Resettlement capital expenditures had been estimated at

W 20.4 million to be met by the Government as equity. Resettlement

up to 1967 was carried out by the Government and NO 21.1 million was

spent on this aspect. Since 1967 an additional NO 4.7 million(of which

about 60% for administration only)has been spent by VRA out of funds

provided by the Government. Thus total resettlement expenses by the

end of 1970 amounted to NO 25.8 million, and resettlement is still

far from being completed. According to the Loan Agreement only N 7

million of resettlement expenditures were charged to the scheme and

included in VRA's gross fixed assets, the remaining expenses (about

75%) being taken over by the Government.

VI. Project Implementation and Cost

6.01 Construction of the Volta River hydroelectric plant and

the transmission lines has been generally very satisfactory. Though

construction started several mnonths later than expected, the plant

and the transmission lines were commissioned on schedule, due to a

shorter construction period of the plant (reduction of 7 months on

average). The transmission network was completed during 1965 and
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1966, instead of by November 1964 as expected, but transmission to

VALCO's smelter was commissioned in due time before first operation

of the smelter.

6.02 The monetary inflation which has taken place in Ghana has

made it necessary to readjust the figures of the actual and estimated

costs of the project (excluding interest during construction). The

forecast construction costs set up in Table III have been computed

excluding the allowances which were made in the domestic currency

component for escalation in the costs of labor, and the actual costs

have been obtained by deflating the local expenditures incurred each

year for the project by the Ghanaian cost-of-living index. The result

suggests that the total cost of the project (including only one-fourth

of the resettlement costs; para. 5.04) has been about $18 million lower

than estimated, savings originating mainly from the low bid received

for the civil works contracts and from the transmission part of the

project. The foreign exchange component of the plant was higher than

estimated by about $5 million, but its local cost component was reduced

by about $11 million equivalent. Substantial savings were made on

transmission, on both local and foreign components. As a result, the

unit capital cost of the plant has been $209 per kw installed, and the

unit cost for the whole scheme (plant and associated transmission) dropped

from $285 expected to $253 actual.

VII. Development of the Institutions

7.01 The first Chief Executive of VRA was an engineer from the

Ontario Hydroelectric Commission of Canada, assisted by an Indian
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Financial Adviser and by a Chief Engineer and a Chief Accountant both

appointed from Ontario Hydro. The remaining staff of the Authority

were Ghanaians. In addition, 15 Ontario Hydro staff were attached,

under a technical assistance contract, to VRA to initially operate

the facilities and give on-site training. Complete operational

responsibility was transferred in 1967 to the Ghanaians who had

received good training and have satisfactorily operated the facil-

ities since. The present Chief Executive, a Ghanaian previously

Chief Engineer of the former Electricity Division, was appointed

to his present position in 1966. Senior staff positions (except

Director of Engineering) were filled with Ghanaians after contracts

with foreign staff were not renewed by VRA because of the costs of

these contracts. The Canadian Engineering Director left VRA in May

1971 and *i4.-l roably-be replaced by a Ghanaian. Senior staff is

well-qualified, but the Authority has been short of qualified middle-

level staff. The accounting department needed reorganization in

order to improve its procedures and reduce unqualified staff. VRA

agreed during the second loan negotiations to carry out a review of

its operations, organization structure, accounting system and staffing

policies. VRA engaged for this purpose the services of Ontario Hydro

who submitted a report in early 1971; the consultant's recommendations

are still being examined by VRA.

7.02 Similar weaknesses have existed in the accounting department

of the Electricity Corporation of Ghana. Establishment of ECG, to which
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the Government was committed under Loan 310 GH1, was delayed because

of political changes in Ghana and the time required to formulate

the basic charter of the new corporation. The Government decree

establishing the Corporation (ECG) was published in January 1967

and became effective in July 1967. The Chief Executive of VRA has

been a member of its Board. ECG has received the assistance of

engineering consultants (W. Lahmeyer of Germany) and of its auditors,

Cooper Brothers (who are also VRA's auditors), for management

consultancy and reorganization of its accounting system on a commercial

basis. In 1968 ECG received an IDA credit of US$ 10 million to cover

the foreign exchange cost of a distribution expansion project; the

distribution facilities were essential to meet power demands and to

allow maximum use of VRA's energy to replace expensive diesel generation.

Because it was essential that distribution facilities in Ghana should

keep pace with the development of generating facilities and because

the bulk of ECG sales would come from its purchases of power from VRA,

the 1:een to ECG wee a logical sequence to the Volta project and ha '

been expected to add materially to the profitability of VRA.

7.03 The Bank has continuously favored merger of the operations of

VRA and ECG. Earlier proposals to merge the former Electricity Division

with VRA did not materialize, mainly for political reasons, and ECG was

established as a separate entity. Because of the heavy dependence of

ECG on VRA power and of some possibilities of staff economies, consolida-

tion of the two entities has continued to be considered. Recent efforts,
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however, have been hampered by the existence of the non-power activities

undertaken by VRA under its status of regional development agency.

In addition to resettlement and lake research, VRA started in 1967

to operate a pilot transportation system on the Volta Lake with income

losses in 1968 and 1969. The termination of this scheme in March

1970 by establishing, with Danish assistance, the Volta Lake Trans-

port Company as a separate entity has been a first step toward making

a merger of the two organizations possible.

VIII. Conclusion

8.01 The risks envisaged by the Bank when helping to establish

VRA did not materialize significantly. All obligations undertaken by

Ghana have been fulfilled and agreements respected. The VRA has been

operating satisfactorily on the whole and VALCO and ECG have been

well serviced. Except for some organizational and overstaffing prob-

lems caused by social and environmental responsibilities of VRA and

from governmental pressures, and which are under study for future

improvements, the management of VRA appears to have performed better

than expected. Technical performance has been satisfactory, with small

distribution losses and capacity out of service kept to a reasonable

level. Financial indicators suggest an improving situation, though

still fragile.

8.02 Mainly because of lower capital costs than expected, and

partly because of higher sales than expected, VRA has apparently been

able to earn slightly more than the expected rates of return despite
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charging much less than originally envisaged for non-aluminum con-

sumption. However, these returns are somewhat overestimated because

most of the resettlement expenditures are omitted from capital costs; more-

over, strict comparison with other utilities would require full revaluation

of book values of capital expenditures to allow for interim inflation. There

are also some negative environmental effects, but presently of very unclear

dimens ions.

8.03 VRA and the Government are now aiming at earning an 8%

rate of return on VRA's net fixed assets, as recommended by the Bank

for ECG. After the Bank expressed its concern in 1968 about the low

tariffs charged by VRA to ECG and recommended a review of VRA s

tariff structure, VRA engaged consultants, Preece Cardew and Rider,

to review the original power cost allocation studies previously

undertaken by KECI and VRA and to make recommendations. A prelim-

inary report in 1969 indicated that any tariff adjustment would be

either small or not necessary. The final report, issued in 1970

and based on the 8% return assumption, has recommended, according

to VRA's management, tariff increases similar to those -conputed by

VRA itself; 4n4 particular, it is suggested that the VALCO tariff

could rie's frer 2.62 mills/kwh to more than 3 mills/kwh though

this would imply e, renegotiation of the 3(-year power-contract.

T arie.i neeas o a till under iRA and Government consideration.

8.04 The copleted power plant at Akosombo is expected to meet
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market requirements until 1977. To meet increased demand from VALCO

for a possible fifth pot-line and also the increased demand fron the

normal growth of ECG and other consuners, VRA has been investigating

various potential hydro developments in Ghana and is considering other

possibilities -- such as importing power from Nigeria through Togo

and Dahomey (=eesi1 the most eormical solution) or the installation

of thermal capacity. Ghana does not have any known indigenous fuel

resources, but a thermal solution would avoid the environmental prob-

lems which may be characteristic of dams in West Africa. VRA is

also planning the extension of its transmission network.

8.05 Prospects for the power sector are good. Net foreign

exchange earnings from the combined hydroelectric/aluminum project

(including savings made by meeting non-smelter demand fron Akosombo

rather than from a thermal plant) have probably been positive, and

will increase when Ghana's own bauxite deposits are exploited. The

availability of a large source of cheap power has allowed ECG to

decrease its tariffs, in particular the tariffs for industrial con-

sumption) which has developed rapidly after 1966 with the establishment

of small industries in Tema. T -h:yaynt-ofL `4irt tax8"s t

oiA and FCG ,!tarting, int 1971, ecwd nd

ya&earst the the sector will contribute to an increasing

extent to the Government's general development expenditures; this

would be justified because of the Government's relatively heavy

investment in the power sector which presently directly benefits

j74

V 47
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only about 16% of the population.

8.06 The scope of this study has been confined to evaluating

achievement of the direct objectives of the Bank's loan for the

Volta hydroelectric project. The VRA case raises important economic,

social and ecological issues which deserve further investigation.

en~n~eotionwith its financing-of such a-large source of cheap

patar--the-Benk might have done more to promote local industrial

development. The actual and potential multipurpose aspects of the

project -- transport, fishing and irrigatian -- would have warranted

more consideration. The instituti onal, administrative and financial

measures required to prevent or to remedy negative social and environ-

mental effects of the project would seem to have merited M& more

attention from the Bank, as integral parts of the project -- especially

in view of the great delays and unsatisfactory conditions which have

actually beset the resettlement program. Partly because of the large

social costs involved it remains an open question whether h

retb'-A*ita to-Ghanbaa-benpositive or whether it has benefitted

mV-
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ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr Christopher R. Willoughby DATE: March 14, 1972

FROM: Roger Chaufournier 1 f

SUBJECT: Review of Ghana Chapter

You asked for our review of the Ghana case study chapter of
the Operations Evaluation report on power. Our comments and suggested
revisions follow:

1. Para. 3.01 - It would be more accurate historically if
this read:

"Development of the Volta River basin in Ghana
has been the subject of many studies from time
to time since the end of the 19th century. The
discovery of bauxite in 1915 first directed..."

Surveys of the river and possible harbor developments
began at least as early as 1895. The common references
to 1915 relate to the beginning of the mineral studies
of Sir Albert Kitson which led to the bauxite discovery.

2. Para. 3.02 - The fifth sentence would portray the main
effect of the Kaiser study far better if it read:

"The project was made more attractive for financing
by eliminating the capital cost of developing the
national railway system plus the cost of developing
the bauxite mines and building an alumina plant,
all through the import of alumina powder."

The main achievement of the Kaiser study was to bring the
Volta project's cost back to the level where potential
financiers as well as customers could be involved.

3. Para. 3.10 - The last sentence should acknowledge the
full scope of the Bank's activity in this sphere and
read:

"The Bank has been assisting WHO in the preparation
of a long-term project to control river blindness
in an area encompassing Ghana. It is also contem-
plating the formulation and coordination with WHO
of other future disease control and eradication
projects ... "
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4. Para. 8.04 - VRA has been adamantly opposed to relying
on any other country as a source for future power
generation.

5. Para. 8.06 - In line with the nature of your request,
we are leaving the more technical comments on the pro-
ject in the case study to our associates in the Public
Utilities Department who have followed this project for
more years and with greater expertise than anyone in
this Department. Despite that arrangement, however, we
must express our reservations about the summary con-
clusion in this final paragraph. There is no question
that broader considerations than those solely pertinent
t o power logically enter into an examination of the
VRA case. This judgment provides little basis, however,
for the comment about inadequate Bank promotion of local
industrial development. The text does not support that
conclusion or even the supposition that more could have
been achieved.

cc - Mr. Wyatt

HJNissenbaum: crm
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby DATE: March 15, 1972

FROM: E.A. Minig

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Report on Power - VRA (Ghana)

With reference to your memorandum dated March 7, 1972 addressed

to Mr. Mervyn L. Weiner on the above subject, please find attached a copy

of Chapter V - VRA (pages 121-144) in which T have made my comments in red.

A1innig: cb
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cc: Messrs. Mervyn L. Weiner (with copy of attachment)
F.H. Howell ( " " " it )
Gavin E. Wyatt ( " )
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mervyn L. I DATE: March 7, 1972

FROM: Christopher R. Willoughby

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation Report on Power.

Please find attached the revised drafts of four of the 'case'
studies chapters on each individual company part of the Power Review.
You will receive within a few days the revised drafts of the chapters
on the six remaining companies. These drafts take account of the
comments which we received from your Department.

We envisage including a note in the main report to the effect
that these case studies will be available on request to the Executive
Directors.

We would appreciate it to have these studies once more reviewed
by the staff of your Deoartment. In order to expedite processing and
enable us to keep on schedule, we have marked in red in the margin the
sections of the Preliminary Draft dated 12/22/71 which were changed to
take account of your previous comments. We would appreciate it if any
further comments you might have could take the form of specific sugges-
tions of changes to be made, and if they were to reach us by Wednesday,
March 15th.

We are sending copies of these drafts also to the Area Depart-
ments with a request to check the references to countries and country
policies.
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I. Introduction

1.01 The Volta River Authority (V31A) was established by the Volta

River Development Act of 1961 to const-ruct and operate the Volta River

Project, which was built between 1962 and 1965 and partially financed

by Bank Loan 310 GH. The delegations of policy laid down in the Act,

which was reviewed by the Bank prior to passage, enable the Authority

to take any action required for the &uccess of the Volta River project

and require it to conduct its affairs in accordance with sound public

utility practices. Under the Act, the Authority is empowered to go well

beyond the boundaries of the power sector, making it an integrated reg-

ional development agency. The creation of the Volta Lake opened up the

possibility of the development of water transportation and fisheries.

VRA is also responsible for general medical research and promotion of

the well-being of the population in the area. It is administered by a

seven-man Board of Directors appointed for terms of three years; te

-o ~epel-4e~ haiman-ex-officio; the eaiter mrembers in-

clude the Chief Executive of VRA, the Managing Directors of the Electri-

city Corporation of Ghana (ECG) and of the Volta Aluminum Company (VALCO),

and four members representing the general public.

1.02 The Volta River hydroelectric station, located at Akosombo,

has four 147 1 units installed since 1966. VIA owns and operates an 800

km 165 kv transmission ring serving the VALCO smelter (built in con-

nection with the project), ECG systems in the main townns, a number of

smaller towns and villages, and gold and diamond mines. Since 1966 dis-

cussions had taken place between VRA and Togo and Dahomey for purchases
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of VRA power by them. The power agreement betwcan the three countries

was signed in August 1969 and the transmission line from Akosombo to Lome

(Togo) and Cotonou(Dahomey) is expected to be in service by end-1971.

1.03 Almost all consumption of publicly supplied electricity occurs

in the southern part of the country where about two -thirds of the total

population lives,and where the bulk of commrcial agriculture, manufac-

turing and all mining is located. Public generation, transmission and

distribution of power are the responsibility of two organizations, VRA

and ECG. The principal private producers of power, the mines, have

placed thcir generating equipment on standby and use power produced by

VRA. ECG is responsible for distribution of VRA power in southern Ghana

and for the generation and distribution of diesel power in areas that

cannot as yet be economically connected to the VRA transmission system.

II. The Association Between the Bank and theAuorit

2.01 The Volta River Authority received two loans from the Bank as

follows:

Date of
Loan Effec- Clos- Amounts ($ mln.)

Agree- tive ing Comiit- Dis- Period (years)
Loan No. ment Date Date ted bursed a/ Interest Grace Term

b/
310 GH 2/62 2/62 4/71~ 47.0 47.0 5-3/4% 6 25

618 GH 6/69 10/69 12/73 6.0 _.05 6-1/2% 10 25

53.0 47-05

a/ As of December 31, 1970.
b/ Original closing date was June 1967 and was extended twice.
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2.02 After several years of complex preparation and negotiations,

Loan 310 GH was made to assist in financing the Volta River Authority

Hydroelectric Project (with four units installed totalling 588 Mf) and

transmission facilities to permit bulk sales to VALCO's smelter, several

large mining enterprises, and the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG).

The United Kingdom Export Credit Guarantee Department (ECGD), and the

United States Export-Import Bank (Ex-Im) and Agency for International

Development (AID) also provided loans aggregating US$ 51 million equiv-

alent (see Section III below for a more complete history of the loan).

The power project was supposed to be completed by mid-1966 in order

to supply power to the aluminum smelter of VALCO which had negotiated

with VRA a long -term contract for firm power during 30 years and was

committed to build the aluminum smelter.

2.03 The Loan and Guarantee Agreement provided, in addition to

the usual clauses regarding long-term debt incurrence and engagement

of independent auditors, that:

a) withdrawals from the loan funds (including U.S. and U.K.

loans) would not at any time exceed 50 of the amount

expended on the project;

b) VRA would not change the rate for power sales in the

contract between the Authority and VALCO without the Bank's

agreement;

c) the Government would undertake to reorganize the existing

Electricity Division of the Ministry of Works and Housing

(the predecessor of ECG) as a statutory corporation not later
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than the date when the Volta River Authority was ready to

sell power.

The terms of the loan contained also a performance target, to be met

only by 1974, of an 8% return, from power operations, calculated after

payment of interest, on the Government's equity.

2.04 The project was essentially completed by mid-1965 and totally

by mid-1966; initial sales of power to ECG and mines started late in

1965 and to the smelter in March 1967. Three pot-lines had been

installed in the smelter by 1967 and VALCO started negotiations to

finance a fourth pot-line. VRA's contractual obligations to serve

increasing demand from the smelter have required it to install additional

generating capacity by April 1972 at the latest. In 1969 VRA requested

the Bank to help finance the final two units, which would bring the

power plant to its ultimate capacity of 882 MW, and associated substa-

tion facilities. Conditions of effectiveness for the loan prepared

by the Bank were that the Canadian Government's loan to VRA be also

effective and that VALCO make satisfactory arrangements to finance the

expansion of its smelter. Loan 618 GH of US$ 6 million equivalent

became effective in October 1969. All major contracts have been awarded

and civil works have started some weeks behind schedule. It is antici-

pated that the additional units will be in operation on schedule.

III. The Genesis of the Project

3.01 Development of the Volta River basin in Ghana has been the

subject of many studies from time to time since 1915 when the discovery
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-of bauxite first directed attention to the possibility of generating

hydroelectricity from the Volta to produce aluminum from local ore.

Following a study in 1951 by engineering consultants recommending the

development of an integrated aluminum scheme supplying the sterling

area, the Gold Coast Government set up in 1953 a Preparatory Commission

to follow up the work already done and to examine the problems to be

overcome. The Commission reported in 1956, outlining a broad plan for

a power plant at Ajena, bauxite mining and associated railways, an

aluminum smelter of 210,000 tons final annual capacity, and a port at

Tema. Power was estimated to be produced at the equivalent of

3 mills/kwh (US$ 0.003) which was the maximum price the prospective

aluminum companies had agreed to pay. Construction of the port began

soon after, but otherwise there was little progress in the years

immediately following this report, partly because of the large amount

of finance required, partly because the country was about to become

independent as Ghana, and partly because of the discouraging world

outlook for aluminum at that time. First approaches and visits to the

Bank had been made during 1953-1956 by the Preparatory Commission which

saw a possible role for the Bank as provider of finance for power

generation and protector of the private aluminum companies involved

(Aluminum Ltd. of Canada and British Aluminum Co.). A first Bank missinn

sent in early 1957 to review economic conditions in Ghana questioned the

advisability of undertaking the project at that time.

3.02. The Government of Ghana maintained their interest in the

Volta scheme, which was made a keystone of national policy, and in 1957
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approached the U.S. for possible assistance in bringing the project

back to life. U.S. officials studied the project and asked for a

review to be made. The engineering aspects of the power project were

reappraised in 1959 by a firm of consultants, Kaiser Engineers and

Constructors, Inc. (KECI), in a study financed jointly by the Govern-

ments of Ghana and the U.S. The consultants' proposals were for a

dam and a power station to be constructed at Akosombo, a more economical

site than Ajena; they confirmed the necessity of developfhg a large

industrial load to justify the large hydroelectric project and recom-

mended the construction of an aluminum smelter adjacent to Tema, the

new port area, approximately 70 km from the dam site and 20 km from

Accra. The project was made more attractive for the foreign aluminum

industry by scaling down investment requirements for power and bauxite

transport. Moreover,a substantial change was introduced in the project

by including a national transmission network for carrying the surplus

power of the Volta, with the result of spreading the burden of the

investment in the dam and the power plant almost equally between the

aluminum and non-aluminum consumers of power; power for aluminum was

estimated to be produced at a cost of 2.5 mills per kwh.

3.03 The Governnent made an engineering contract in 1959 with

KECI to draw up the project plans. During the same year, a consortium

grouping Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation - KACC (leader),

Alcan, Alcoa, Olin Mathieson and Reynolds formed the Volta Aluminum

Company Ltd. (VALCO) to explore the possibility of establishing the
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smelter. The Ghana Government discussed KECI and VALCO proposals

with the Governments of the U.S. and the U.K. who both showed interest,

and later asked the Bank to appraise the electric power aspects of the

scheme.

3.04 In 1960, the Bank studied and reported upon Ghana's economy

(Report EA-110a) and upon the power project (Report TO-2h9a). Prelimrr-

inary comments on the merits of the Volta Project were not enthusiastic.

The Bank estimated that Ghana's non-smelter power needs would be less

than predicted by Kaiser and recormended building the tranrismisSion

network to carry power to general consumers only later; the Bank's

analyses, based on higher cost estimates and poiier prices of at least 3 and

preferably 3.5 mills per kwh to the smelter, indionted toai fhe r on

investment would, be very inadequate during the earlier years of

operation and too low in the long run "to be particularly attractive."

In sending these reports to the Government the Bank also stressed

that, if the project were to be undertaken, the puolic investment

program should be kept within bounds and should concentrate on produc-

tive investments.

3.05 During the subsequent negotiations between Ghana and VALCO

for a Master Agreement and a Power Contract, Ghana used the Bank report

as a "bargaining tool" and suggested a power price of about 3.25 mills/

kwh. The Bank, asked by Ghana to give its opinion on VALCO's offer of

2.5 mills/kwh with a 10-year tax holiday, did not endorse VALCO's offer
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and strongly recommended Ghana to seek every possible means of compen-

sating itself, in particular through taxation on VALCO, for the finan-

cial and income losses which would bear on the Volta Authority and the

Government if Ghana decided to accept a low rate. At the same time,

the Bank indicated that it would be prepared to make a loan of $40

million for the project (excluding the transmission network), in view
1/

of the extreme importance attributed to the project by the Government.

After Kaiser considered withdrawal, Ghana and VALCO eventually agreed

on 2.625 mills/kwh; the Dank insisted that this power rate be fixed

for 30 years only instead of 50 years, with VALCO having the right

to renew for 20 more years at a rate to be derived from an escalation

formula suggested and worked out by the Bank. In the Master Agreement

concerning the conditions under which VALCO would operate in Ghana,

it was agreed that (i) Ghana and the Volta River Authority would build

a dam and power plant and supply pocer to VALCO, (ii) VALcO would build

a smelter and pay for Volta power in U.S. dollars with an obligaticn

"to take or pay for" a minimum amount of power each year, and (iii)

VALCO would be given a 10-year tax holiday and complete freedom in its

operations. It was also agreed that VALCO would not process Ghanaian

bauxite at first in order to reduce the amount of finance needed,

but after 10 years it would get a special tax incentive for doing so;

VALCO's shareholder-customers would prcvide VALCO with imported alumina

1/ It seems likely that Ghana was about to accept 2.5 rills/kwh and
wanted to test the Bank's willingness to makc a loan under such
conditions.
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and pay VAU a tolling charge for the aluminum ingots to be bought

in sufficient quantity to enable VALCO to meet its power commitments.

All VALCO'; .morts and exports (aluminum) would be exempt from customs

3.06 VALCO was then constituted as an operating company with 901o

of its shar-es r.ned by KACC and 10% by the Reynolds Metals Company;

other companies had departed from the consortium. To encourage these

two companies to undertake the smelter project, the U.S. Government,

which had taken a deep interest in Ghana's projects, agreed to help

finance the smelter with a $96 million loan from the Ex-Im Bank and

to guarantee the $32 million investment of the shareholders against

political risks.

3.07 The Government of Ghana decided also to proceed with the

extended transmission system in view of better prospects of demand for
1/

power from the gold mines, and to undertake a preliminary study~ of a

hydroelectric project at Bui (upstream from Akosombo) associated with a

transmission network designed to supply power to the general market.

At this stage the U.S. Government agreed to finance half of the $14

million additional cost required for the transmission system, and the

Bank agreed to increase its loan by $7 million to finance the other

half. The Volta River Development Act establishing VRA was reviewed

1/ An agreement was reached with the Government of the Soviet Union
to undertake this study.
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by the Bank before its enactment; the provision for a Chief Financial

Officer with equal status to that of the Chief Executive of the

Authority was removed so that the latter would have undivided authority

over the staff.

3.08 Before all the agreements, conditional on one another,

concerning the power project and the smelter were eventually signed in

February 1962, the civil works contract for the dam had been awarded

to Impresit (Italy) through international competitive bidding. Ghana

asked the Bank and the U.S. and Canadian Governments to provide can-

didates for the position of the Chief Executive of the Volta River

Authority. A Canadian engineer from the Ontario Hydroelectric Com-

mission was recommended by Canada and appointed to the post. The

Volta River project was satisfactorily built on schedule and operations

began in late 1965. Sales to the smelter started in early 1967 and

aluminum exports from the smelter reached 113,000 tons in 1969.

3.09 Loan 310 GH which was the first loan made by the Bank to

Ghana involved "risks which had to be and were taken," as it was put

in the staff report on the project to the Bank's Board. The success

of this project which was primarily built for the smelter was strongly

dependent on uncertain non-smelter revenues which were expected to

comprise at least 65% of total revenues. However, "even taking all

the intangible benefits into account, the overall balance of costs

and benefits to Ghana was on the positive side to only a modest extent";

the internal rate of return on Ghana's equity investment in the project
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(over an assumed 50-year life) was estimated at about 8.25, and the in-

vestment was expected not to provide significant positive returns before

the early 1970's nor to offset the cumulative losses from not investing

an equivalent amount in liquid holdings before the late 1970's. One

benefit frequently ascribed to this type of project, namely cheap power

for non-smelter consumers, was not expected since it was assumed and

recommended by the Bank that the Authority would have to charge these

consumers "the highest possible tariffs consistant with obtaining maxi-

mum revenues."/ The risks of nationalization and political turmoil

feared by Kaiser-VALCO and the Bank have not materialized up to now and

the Authority has succeeded in getting slightly better returns than ex-

pected, while charging non-smelter consumers tariffs lower than recom-

mended.

3,10 Ghana has however been faced with unexpected difficulties which

did not come under the Bank's scrutiny until recently. Nearly 10 years

after start of construction the full land and housing compensation and

resettlement of the 80,000 people displaced from the lake basin has not

been completed and has up to now been rather unsuccessful due mainly to

the lack of proper organization and the lack of clear Government policy

on land tenure. First tentatives by the Government were unsuccessful. In

1967 the Government gave VRA authority to undertake a land clearing and re-

settlement project with the assistance of UNDP and FAO World Food Program.

A National Committee on Resettlement Agriculture was not established until

1968. By the end of 1970 the cadastral survey for land acquisition was almost

1/ Quotations are extracted from the appraisal report.
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completed and about 75% of displaced households were established in

new houses (see Table I). The Bank has recommended that VRA be

discharged from its resettleme nt responsibilities so that VRA deal

only with power activity "to make it easier to ultimately merge VRA's

and ECG's operations." Lakeside health hazards have increased, though

VRA has been assisted by WH7O in its control measures and its research.

River blindness and rates of bilharzia in children are high in some

areas, breeding of Simulium dennosium flies has increasea due to the

high constant river flows and indications of trypanosomiasis have

been found. It has recently been suggested in the Bank that it

formulate and coordinate with WHO future eradication projects and

consider financing them.

3.11 On the other hand, the foreign exchange earnings from

VALCO's power payments (other earnings from the smelter are neglig-

ible) and the savings in foreign exchange resulting from not generating

in thermal plants the energy required to meet the non-smelter demand

have made a contribution to Ghana's balance of payments, exceeding total

debt service on VRA for its foreign borrowing by some 505 according to
1/

rough estimates for 1970. The effect of the project on the balance

of payments is expected to improve when VALCO increases its purchases

of power for the smelter's fourth pot-line and when the complementary

bauxite mining project envisaged initially, postponed in 1961 and

1/ In 1970, VRA's debt service amounted to TTS' 7 million, ThLCO's
payments to US6 5.3 million; savings on thermal generation for non-
smelter demand are estimated at US& 5.5 million, :.e. US4 h.1 million
for fuel recuired to -enerate 790 Gh and US3 1 .i million total debt
service on the foreign exchange cost of a 120 " thermal plant.
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presently under discussion between Ghana, Kaiser and IFC is corrpleted.

IV. Denand Forecasting and Investment Planning

4.01 The market served by the project was expected to be the

smelter, the mines and general consumers in the southern area of

Ghana. Projections were made up to 1976 in order to assess the long-

term effects of the project on Ghana's economy and finances. Because

of their different characteristics, the features and expected and

actual developments of these three demands are discussed separately.

4.02 According to the Master Agreement negotiated between the

Government and VALCO, VRA was required to make available to the smelter

166 MW of capacity (before transmission losses) in the first year,

expected to be 1967, and up to 334 NJ in 1972 and thereafter. The

agreement also provided VALCO with another option for earlier in-

creases of capacity, and projections were made for each option.

Because VALCO exercised its first option, only the corresponding

projections have been considered in Table II-A.

4.03 The consulting engineers estimated that the electricity

demand of the general consumers in southern Ghana would grow by more

than 13' p.a. over 1966-1970, reachirgl2l MVI and 555 Gwh in 1970.

As regards the gold mines, it was assumed that the transfer of this

load from captive generation to the Authority's system would be a

gradual process; power being essential to the mines' safety, the
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mines would discontinue the operation of their own generating facilities

as soon as they could satisfy themselves of the reliability of supplies

from VRA.

4.04 Both in terms of power (Il) and energy (Gwh) the forecasts

turned out conservative on the whole (Table II-A). Sales to the smelter,

ECG and the mines were scheduled to start in 1967 and 1966 respectively;

because construction was completed ahead of schedule, sales started in

1965 for ECG and the mines and in 1966 for VALCO. Sales to the mines

were double the expected level because VRA power saved consumers the

taxes on fuel for captive plants. VALCO's peak demand outgrew by more

than 10% the power agreement's figures under the first option. ECG's

peak demand was about 15% lower than expected, but energy sales to ECG

were on the average similar to those forecast, the discrepancy originating

from a higher ECG load factor due to higher industrial sales. The high

demand has reflected the confidence of the mines in VRA supplies and

the effective operation of the smelter which consumed after 1967 an

amount of energy 25% higher than that established in the power contract.

4.05 Over the 1966-1970 period, revenues from VALCO, like sales

thereto, were 25% above the forecast, and revenues from mines were

higher by about two-thirds as compared to the forecast, but sales revenues

from ECG were on average half the forecast level because the price charged

to ECG by VRA was 7.5 mills/kwh against 15 mills/kwh assumed in the

appraisal report; total sales revenues have been lower than expected by



about 18%. As expected, total VRA revenues have depended in large

measure on the size of the non-smelter load and on the tariffs charged

to non-smelter consumers. On the other hand, costs for operations and

for depreciation have been lower than expected by more than 20% on

average mainly due to construction cost savings. As a result, net

revenues fell below the forecasts by about 8' on average but the

apparent rate of return on average net fixed assets in service grew

from .6% in 1967 to 4.3% in 1970 as against .4 and 3.7%"respectively

expected in the forecasts. Correspondingly, the apparent net earnings

for the country (defined as the net revenues less interest charges)

represented a higher return on Ghana's investments, 2.8% in 1970 as

against 2.3% forecast. However, the returns on the assets and the

earnings on investments are to some extent over-estimated because only

the foreign exchange portion of the assets was revalued after the

1967 devaluation of the Ghanaian cedi and because the assets include

only one-fourth of the resettlement cost caused by the project

(paragraph 5.04).

4.06 The amount of capacity installed was decided on the basis

of the firm capacity concept (installed capacity less one unit as

reserve); excluding the reserve unit, the remaining spare capacity was

expected to decrease from 357 NNT in 1966 to 79 Mw in 1970, indicating

an excess of two units in 1966 and one unit in 1967. According to the

effective-peak spare capacity criterion (spare capacity at the critical

time in the year when margin between demand and available capacity is
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least), it appears ex-post that the four units have been necessary

since 1968 when the effective-peak spare capacity dropped down to

73 FW.

V. Financirv' of the Proict

5.01 The GovernmenL of Ghana had arranged financing totalling

US$ 196 million to provide :

a) $190 million to meet the estimated cost of the h-unit,

588 M installation and to meet the resettlement cost;

b) $ 6 million to meet part of the estimated cost of a

fifth unit (which would have been required in early 1969

if VALCO had exercised its option at the earliest date

possible).

The Government was prepared to invest up to $98 million as equity

(including $29 million for resettlement and reservoir clearance)

and obtained an additional $98 million by borrowing from U.S. and

U.K. agencies and from the Bank (Table II-B). The Bank was expected

to contribute 28% to total sources of funds required for the power

project (excluding resettlement and reservoir clearance), the U.S.

and U.K. agencies 22, and 9% respectively. It had been assumed that

the equity contributions and the various loan funds would be drawn

upon as required, on a pro-rata basis.

5.02 Because of the reduction in the cost of the power project,

both the Government contribution and the withdrawals from the foreign

bilateral tied loans were lower than forecast. Procurements from U.S.
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manufacturers and the use of a local cost clause allowed withdrawals

from U.S. loans to contribute the expected 22% to total sources of

funds; but withdrawals from the U.K. tied loan contributed only 2%,

the difference being offset by withdrawals from the Bank loan which

took a greater share of the financing (34%). The Government contributed

the expected share to the cost of the power project itself.

5.03 Resettlement capital expenditures had been estimated at

N' 20.4 million to be met by the Government as equity. Resettlement

up to 1967 was carried out by the Government and NZ 21.1 million was

spent on this aspect. Since 1967 an additional N1' 4.7 million(of which

about 60% for administration only)has been spent by VRA out of funds

provided by the Government. Thus total resettlement expenses by the

end of 1970 amounted to INZ 25.8 million, and resettlement is still

far from being completed. According to the Loan Agreement only N 7

million of resettlement expenditures were charged to the scheme and

included in VRA's gross fixed assets, the remaining expenses (about

75%) being taken over by the Government.

VI. Project Implementation and Cost

6.01 Construction of the Volta River hydroelectric plant and

the transmission lines has been generally very satisfactory. Though

construction started several .months later than expected, the plant

and the transmission lines were commissioned on schedule, due to a

shorter construction period of the plant (reduction of 7 monThs on

average). The transmission network was completed during 1965 and
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1966, instead of by November 1964 as expected, but transmission to

VALCO's smelter was commissioned in due time before first operation

of the smelter.

6.02 The monetary inflation which has taken place in Ghana has

made it necessary to readjust the figures of the actual and estimated

costs of the project (excluding interest during construction). The

forecast construction costs set up in Table III have been computed

excluding the allowances which were made in the domestic currency

component for escalation in the costs of labor, and the actual costs

have been obtained by deflating the local expenditures incurred each

year for the project by the Ghanaian cost-of-living index. The result

suggests that the total cost of the project (including only one-fourth

of the resettlement costs; para. 5.04) has been about $18 million lower

than estimated, savings originating mainly from the low bid received

for the civil works contracts and from the transmission part of the

project. The foreign exchange component of the plant was higher than

estimated by about $5 million, but its local cost component was reduced

by about $11 million equivalent. Substantial savings were made on

transmission, on both local and foreign components. As a result, the

unit capital cost of the plant has been $209 per kw installed, and the

unit cost for the whole scheme (plant and associated transmission) dropped

from $285 expected to $253 actual.

VII. Develonment of the Ins titutions

7.01 The first Chief Executive of VRA was an engineer from the

Ontario Hydroelectric Commission of Canada, assisted by an Indian
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Financial Adviser and by a Chief Engineer and a Chief Accountant both

appointed from Ontario Hydro. The remaining staff of the Authority

were Ghanaians. In addition, 15 Ontario Hydro staff were attached,

under a technical assistance contract, to VRA to initially operate

the facilities and give on-site training. Complete operational

responsibility was transferred in 1967 to the Ghanaians who had

received good training and have satisfactorily operated the facil-

ities since. The present Chief Executive, a Ghanaian previously

Chief Engineer of the former Electricity Division, was appointed

to his present position in 1966. Senior staff positions (except

Director of Engineering) were filled with Ghanaians after contracts

with foreign staff were not renewed by VRA because of the costs of

these contracts. The Canadian Engineering Director left VRA in May

1971 and will probably be replaced by a Ghanaian. Senior staff is

well-qualified, but the Authority has been short of qualified middle-

level staff. The accounting department needed reorganization in

order to improve its procedures and reduce unqualified staff. VRA

agreed during the second loan negotiations to carry out a review of

its operations, organization structure, accounting system and staffing

policies. VRA engaged for this purpose the services of Ontario Hydro

who submitted a report in early 1971; the consultant's recommendations

are still being examined by VRA.

7.02 Similar weaknesses have existed in the accounting department

of the Electricity Corporation of Ghana. Establishment of ECG, to which
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the Government was committed under Loan 310 GH, was delayed because

of political changes in Ghana and the time required to formulate

the basic charter of the new corporation. The Government decree

establishing the Corporation (ECG) was published in January 1967

and became effective in July 1967. The Chief Executive of VRA has

been a member of its Board. ECG has received the assistance of

engineering consultants (W. Lahmeyer of Germany) and of its auditors,

Cooper Brothers (who are also VRA's auditors), for management

consultancy and reorganization of its accounting system on a commercial

basis. In 1968 ECG received an IDA credit of US$ 10 million to cover

the foreign exchange cost of a distribution expansion project; the

distribution facilities were essential to meet power demands and to

allow maximum use of VRA's energy to replace expensive diesel generation.

Because it was essential that distribution facilities in Ghana should

keep pace with the development of generating facilities and because

the bulk of ECG sales would come from its purchases of power from VRA,

the loan to ECG was a logical sequence to the Volta project and has

been expected to add materially to the profitability of VRA.

7.03 The Bank has continuously favored merger of the operations of

VRA and ECG. Earlier proposals to merge the former Electricity Division

with VRA did not materialize, mainly for political reasons, and ECG was

established as a separate entity. Because of the heavy dependence of

ECG on VRA power and of some possibilities of staff economies, consolida-

tion of the two entities has continued to be considered. Recent efforts,
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however, have been hampered by the existence of the non-power activities

undertaken by VRA under its status of regional development agency.

In addition to resettlement and lake research, VRA started in 1967

to operate a pilot transportation system on the Volta Lake with income

losses in 1968 and 1969. The termination of this scheme in March

1970 by establishing, with Danish assistance, the Volta Lake Trans-

port Company as a separate entity has been a first step toward making

a merger of the two organizations possible.

VIII. Conclusion

8.01 The risks envisaged by the Bank when helping to establish

VRA did not materialize significantly. All obligations undertaken by

Ghana have been fulfilled and agreements respected. The VRA has been

operating satisfactorily on the whole and VALCO and ECG have been

well serviced. Except for some organizational and overstaffing prob-

lems caused by social and environmental responsibilities of VRA and

from governmental pressures, and which are under study for future

improvements, the management of VRA appears to have performed better

than expected. Technical performance has been satisfactory, with small

distribution losses and capacity out of service kept to a reasonable

level. Financial indicators suggest an improving situation, though

still fragile.

8.02 Mainly because of lower capital costs than expected, and

partly because of higher sales than expected, VRA has apparently been

able to earn slightly more than the expected rates of return despite
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charging much less than originally envisaged for non-aluminum con-

sumption. However, these returns are somewhat overestimated because

most of the resettlement expenditures are omitted from capital costs;, more-

over, strict comparison with other utilities would require full revaluation

of book values of capital expenditures to allow for interim inflation. There

are also some negative environmental effects, but presently of very unclear

dimens ions.

8.03 VRA and the Government are now aiming at earning an 8%

rate of return on VRA's net fixed assets, as recommended by the Bank

for ECG. After the Bank expressed its concern in 1968 about the low

tariffs charged by VRA to ECG and recommended a review of VRA s

tariff structure, VRA engaged consultants, Preece Cardew and Rider,

to review the original power cost allocation studies previously

undertaken by KECI and VRA and to make recommendations. A prelim-

inary report in 1969 indicated that any tariff adjustment, would be

either small or not necessary. The final report, issued in 1970

and based on the 8' return assumption, has recommended, according

to VRA's management, tariff increases similar to those computed by

VRA itself; in particular, it is suggested that the VALCO tariff

could rise from 2.625 mills/kwh to more than 3 mills/kwh, though

this would imply the renegotiation of the 3-year power contract.

Tariff increases are still under VRA and Government consideration.

8.0h The completed power plant at Akosonbo is expected to meet
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market requirements until 1977. To meet increased demand from VALCO

for a possible fifth pot-line and also the increased demand from the

normal growth of ECG and other consumers, VRA has been investigating

various potential hydro developments in Ghana and is considering other

possibilities -- such as importing power from Nigeria through Togo

and Dahomey (possibly the most economical solution) or the installation

of thermal capacity. Ghana does not have any known indigenous fuel

resources, but a thermal solution would avoid the environmental prob-

lems which may be characteristic of dams in West Africa. VRA is

also planning the extension of its transmission network.

8.o5 Prospects for the power sector are good. Net foreign

exchange earnings from the conbined hydroelectric/aluminum project

(including savings made by meeting non-smelter demand from Akosonbo

rather than from a thermal plant) have probably been positive, and

will increase when Ghana's own bauxite deposits are exploited. The

availability of a large source of cheap power has allowed EGG to

decrease its tariffs, in particular the tariffs for industrial con-

sumption which has developed rapidly after 1966 with the establishment

of small industries in Tema. Through payment of direct taxes (to

be levied on VRA and ECG starting in 1971) and dividends in the coming

years to the Government, the sector will contribute to an increasing

extent to the Government 's general develonment expenditures; this

would be justified because of the Government's relatively heavy

investment in the power sector which presently directly benefits



only about 16% of the population.

8.06 The scope of this study has been confined to evaluating

achievement of the direct objectives of the Bank's loan for the

Volta hydroelectric project. The VRA case raises important economic,

social and ecological issues which deserve further investigation.

In connection with its financing of such a large source of cheap

power the Bank might have done more to promote local industrial

development. The actual and potential multipurpose aspects of the

project -- transport, fishing and irrigatica -- would have warranted

more consideration. The institutional, administrative and financial

measures required to prevent or to remedy negative social and environ-

mental effects of the project would seem to have merited much more

attention from the Bank, as integral parts of the project -- especially

in view of the great delays and unsatisfactory conditions which have

actually beset the resettlement program. Partly because of the large

social costs involved it remains an open question whether the project's

net benefits to Ghana have been positive or whether it has benefitted

more the Kaiser Corporation. This should be studied.


